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ABSTRACT
ELIZABETH CLAIRE VOWELL: A Hidden WWII History and How New Media
Reporting by CNN.com Changed a Legacy
(Under the direction of Dr. Kathleen Wickham)
This project retells the hidden history of 350 American POWs who were forced to
serve as slave laborers in Germany during WWII, and how these men received
recognition in 2009 through the online reporting and reader audience participation of
CNN.com. Though traditional platforms produced information on the subject, it took an
age of instant communication to fully break the story to the American public.
This project looks at why and how online and participatory journalism created an
impact that changed a legacy. Information on the history of the soldiers was gathered
using books and a documentary published on the subject as well as personal interviews
with two survivors. Online journals and research reports provided the data about the use
and emergence of online and participatory journalism as well as information on the
changing role of the journalist as a gatekeeper.
It was found that the ease of online communication and the embracing of new
media have lead to a shift in the role ofjournalism online. Traditional gatekeepers of
information, timeliness, and space no longer define the process by which an audience
receives information. The audience can now receive and actively participate in
contributing and changing news within journalistic standards.
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CHAPTER I: STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM
Journalism is often considered the first draft of history. Newspapers, radios, and
televisions all give the public the first glance of what a history book may teach in years
to come. Traditional journalism holds the public strictly as an audience, and the
journalist as the gatekeeper of information. However the growth of new media and
online journalism is changing those roles. As news becomes instant, citizens and the
public are becoming active participants in writing history. The drafts are becoming
quicker, and also reaching farther. No longer is a story only distributed to local readers.
The rise of the Internet has made it possible for anyone to read news provided across
platforms around the world without the need of gatekeepers of location, space, or
timeliness.
This study examines what occurred with one such story. It traces the path of a
CNN.com story that exposed a 60-year-old secret involving POWs,and how that story
led to an U.S. Army investigation and recognition for the men involved.
Towards the end of Word War II, after the Battle of the Bulge, 350 American
POWs were chosen to become laborers for the Nazis in the concentration-like camp at
Berga, Germany. They were worked for around three months on starvation rations. As
Germany began to fall, and Allied forces closed in, the soldiers were forced on a threeweek death march. By the time the soldiers were liberated by American troops near the
town of Cham, barely one third of the POWs had survived.
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The Berga soldiers suffered the highest death rate of any POW group in
Germany during WWII. However,eager to settle post war political tension, little
legal action was taken against those in charge of the camp and the government did
nothing to recognize the soldiers' sacrifices. In effect, the Berga story was locked
away and lost. All this changed on Veteran's Day, 2008.
A report on CNN.com profiled one of the survivors and his horrific story. The
readers found the story unbelievable, and moving. Additional published stories and
reader involvement lead to a U.S. Army investigation. Nearly a year after the
original article, the Army honored the Berga soldiers with a ceremony in June, 2009.
History was changed because of modern communication and technology.
Where traditional mediums of literature and film fell short to bring attention to a
group of men deserving justice, online journalism succeeded.
This project will explore and document the history of this story through
personal interviews with two of the surviving Berga soldiers and historical papers.
It will analyze the coverage and research ofCNN.com and compare the online series
to that of a three books: Mitchell G. Bard's Forgotten Victims: The Abandonment of
Americans in Hitler's Camps, Roger Cohen's Soldiers and Slaves: American POWs
Trapped by the Nazis'Final Gamble,and Flint Whitlock's Given upfor Dead: American
GI's in the Nazi Concentration Camp at Berg. It will also look at a documentary
produced by Charles Guggenheim in 2003 called Berga:Soldiers ofAnother War.
This project will also attempt to answer why online journalism became the catalyst
that changed history versus traditional media.
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CHAPTER II: LITERATURE REVIEW
The Berga soldiers: Their capture, liberation, and eventual recognition
Sixty years later, we’re still sifting through the triumphs and the horrors of world
War II, the heroes and the villains, the myths and the awful truths, the big stories
and the small ones, trying to understand the many layers of a time the British
military historian John Keegan has called the greatest single event of mankind
(Brokaw, 2005).
In April 1945, American forces near Cham, Germany, liberated a group of 160
men, beaten, emaciated, and near death. The men wore ragged, filthy clothes that were
crawling with lice and bugs. Each one looked like a walking skeleton, not even weighing
100 pounds. They had been forced to march over 200 miles with little food or water for
three weeks. The men had been prisoners in a German slave labor camp (Drash, 2008b).
They had experienced the horrors of the Holocaust first hand, but they were not European
Jews, the main target of the Nazi’s Final Solution. Instead, these men were American
soldiers and prisoners of war captured in the Battle of the Bulge.
For 60 years the story of the 350 soldiers who were sent to the Berga am Elster
slave camp went largely unknown. The men who survived to be liberated were silenced
by government documents. The Nazi officials who ran the camp, originally sentenced to
death, served only a few years in jail after a series of poorly prosecuted war crime trials
resulted in a commuted sentence. In the last two decades, several books and one
documentary were published and released, and yet the story of the Berga survivors
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remained a hidden page in history. It was not until November 2008 that an online article
profiling one of the living survivors caught the nation’s attention and brought official
recognition to this group of veterans.
By the end of 1944, Nazi forces were weak. Farmhands and boys had replaced
trained soldiers as their numbers dwindled (Whitlock, 2005). Supplies were running low,
and allied bombing attacks through the German territory had destroyed most of their fuel
production plants. In an attempted to regain fuel supplies, Nazi officer Edmund Geilenberg
developed a wild plan to build underground fuel plants. The Miniraldlsicherungsplan called
for heavy labor to dig mines into the German countryside. Each construction site went by the
code name Schwalbe(Cohen, 2005). To provide labor the Schutzstaffel(SS) were given the
authority to pull workers from concentration camps. However, the surviving political
prisoners at this point were weak and broken, and unable to handle the hard work demanded
of them (Cohen, 2010). Yet another drastic attempt to turn the tides of war would result in a
supplement work force for the plant construction.
The ambitious Nazi offensive attack at the Battle of the Bulge left 75,000 Allied
forces dead, and thousands more captured as German prisoners of war(Bard, 1994). Around
4,000 POWs were sent to the prisoner camp Stalag IX-B located in Bad Orb, Germany(Bard,
1994). Stalag IX-B had the worst conditions of all the German POW camps. Soldiers
received little food, with an estimated intake of 1,400 calories a day. The minimum an
inactive soldier needs to survive is 1,700(Bard, 1994). Few barracks held beds and most
used straw to cover a concrete floor. The latrines were few and ill equipped to handle 4,000
men (Bard, 1994).
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The SS were told to pick 350 American GIs from Stalag IX-B to work in the
Schwalbe mines. Most, if not all, were to be Jewish. The soldiers were processed and
interrogated; some even tortured for information(A. Acevedo, 2010). Jewish soldiers were
segregated into separate barracks. However, accounts on how they were separated differ.
According to former POW Morton Brooks, ranking American officers recorded their
information, including religious beliefs. Soon after those who were Jewish were pulled from
the group (Whitlock, 2005). Another testimony given by survivor William J. Shapiro says
that the men were lined up and told by Nazi officers that all Jews must step forward. No one
moved until a ranking American soldier was beaten. Then the guards picked men who were
or appeared to be Jewish (Cohen, 2005.) Further details are unclear.
Ofthe 350 soldiers chosen, around 80 were Jewish. The rest were chosen because the
men looked Jewish, had a Jewish sounding name, or were simply deemed troublemakers
(Reich, 2005). The group was packed on a train, 80 per boxcar, and transported to the
German town Berga am Elster(Drash, 2008b). Their guards told the chosen they were being
sent to a better camp, one where they could play sports and cards(A. Acevedo, 2010). They
had no idea they had just become slave laborers.
The POWs arrived in Berga am Elster in February 1945. Political prisoners from the
Buchenwald concentration camp had arrived several weeks before. Here the men learned
first hand of the Nazi ideal that had killed so many Holocaust victims, Vernichtung durch
Arbeit- destruction through work (Cohen, 2005). The soldiers worked treacherous 12-hour
shifts digging tunnels with no protective gear. They inhaled the dust of pulverized rock and
quartz, which damaged their lungs leading to severe cases of pneumonia in many of the men
(A. Acevedo, 2010). The group had to survive on 100 grams of bread per week, along with
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watered down soup made from cats or rats. The bread was made of sawdust, ground glass.
and barley (Drash, 2008b). It was estimated that they received only 400 to 600 calories a day
(Whitlock, 2005). The American soldiers were kept in separate barracks from the other
political prisoners, and made to sleep two or three men to one bunk bed. They were beaten
and abused when their guards believed they were working too slowly or when they attempted
to sabotage the work by throwing their tools in the river. They were told that any attempts to
escape would result in death (Drash, 2008b).
The soldiers were under the command oftwo Nazi officers: Erwin Metz and the head
supervisor Hauptmann Ludwig Merz(Cohen, 2005). The two men were hard and cruel to
their prisoners (Whitlock, 2005). Merz and Metz showed no mercy when prisoners fell ill or
became injured. Metz, who served time in jail for embezzlement before the war, directly
oversaw the POWs. He considered himself a doctor and inspected soldiers who complained
of being ill. If a soldier requested not to work because of illness, Metz would look at his
tongue and deem him healthy enough to work. Many men who passed Metz’s “inspection”
soon died from pneumonia or other infections(Cohen, 2005). “He actually murdered several
GIs— no question about it. They were real butchers. They were real bastards of the world,”
recalled survivor Myron Swack to CNN (Drash, 2008c).
In the tunnels, the soldiers worked alongside the Buchenwald and other political
prisoners. For some of the Americans, seeing the prisoners who had suffered at the
concentration camps was the first time they had seen or heard of the Holocaust(Cohen,
2005). In Roger Cohen’s book Soldiers and Slaves: American POWs Trapped by the Nazis ’
Final Gamble^ Buchenwald survivor Mordecai Hauer recalled the disbelief he saw from the
Americans when he first talked to them.
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44

Sprechen Sie Deutsch” he asked - Do you speak German?
44

No Deutch,” said one soldier. Hauer noticed the whiteness of the man’s

teeth.
44

You England?
44

99

No, America.

Hauer was amazed. America! To him, it was a faraway country, the land of cowboys
and ranchers and sheriffs and the Niagara Falls and big stores and huge factories and
towering buildings and Hollywood motion pictures full of song and dance and the
victory of love over every obstacle. It had peopled his imagination as a child, a power
at once vast and mysterious. He had felt drawn to it, but at the same time it had
seemed unattainable, a place of dreams. Yet here in a provincial German tovm were
Americans working as slave laborers for the Nazis.
During the brief lunch break, Hauer sat with the Americans and noticed that
their jackets had zippers rather than buttons; he also noted that their shoes were made
of leather. Many of the European prisoners were shoeless and had to make do with
wrapping their feet in rags. When one of the American prisoners unzipped his jacket
to get something, Hauer glimpsed a small, gold Star of David hung on a chain around
his neck.
44

Du Ivri?” he asked, using a Hebrew word for a Jew.
44

99

Ivri?

99

Hauer tried again,“Du Yid?
44

99

Yid! Ich Yid!” the American exclaimed, pointing to the star. Du Yid?

44
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Hauer indicated that he was. He gestured to the concentration camp prisoners around
him to convey the idea that most ofthem were also Jews. At this, he noted an
expression of dismay on the American’s face.(2005, p 156, 157)
Among the soldiers was medic Anthony Acevedo. Acevedo was one of six medics
who tried to care for the prisoners as they became weak, injured, or ill. He kept a hidden
diary where he recorded the experiences. He also tried to keep a record of every death and
the cause (A. Acevedo, 2010). Within 10 weeks, around 70 soldiers died from exhaustion.
malnutrition, disease, or by the hand of the Nazi commanders. This was the highest death
rate among German POW camps(Cohen 2005).
By April it was apparent the Axis would loose the war. The Nazi commanders forced
the remaining American prisoners on a 217-mile death march toward Germany’s southern
borders, away from approaching Allied forces. The march lasted three weeks. Around 300
soldiers started the march (A. Acevedo, 1945). By the time American forces liberated the
soldiers near Cham, Germany, on April 23, 1945, only 160 men had survived (Drash, 2008b).
After their liberation, many of the soldiers were told by government officials during
recuperation to sign a document that prevented them from speaking about their experiences
in Berga. The documents expressly forbid the soldiers from disclosing their experience to
members of the press both during the war and in times of peace. The document read:
1. Some activities of American prisoners of war within German prison camps must
remain secret not only for the duration of the war against the present enemies of the
United States but in peace-time as well. The interests of American prisoners of war
in Japanese camps require maintenance of the strictest security on the activities of
American prisoners of war in German camps. The interests of American prisoners in
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the event offuture wars, moreover, demand that the secrets of this war be rigorously
safeguarded.
2. I therefore understand that under Army regulations and the laws of the United
States, during my military service and later, as a civilian, I may not reveal, discuss.
publish or otherwise disclose to unauthorized persons information on escape from
enemy prison camps or evasion in enemy occupied territory clandestine organizations
among prisoners of war, any means of outwitting captors or of promoting intelligence
activities within prisons camps.
3. The authorship of articles or stores on these subjects is specifically forbidden and
military personnel are warned that they will be held strictly accountable for the
communication of such information to other persons who may subsequently publish
or disclose such material.
4. I understand that any information suggested by the above mentioned categories is
SECRET and must not be communicated to anyone other than the agency designed
by AC of S G-2, War Department, or the corresponding organization in overseas
theaters of operations (Security Certificate for Ex-Prisoners of War, 1945).
With the government denying their experiences, many survivors suffered emotional
and mental stress upon returning home. Many family members dismissed their experiences
because the government would not confirm or recognize what happened (Bard, 1994). When
he returned home, Acevedo’s father called him a coward for being captured. Acevedo left
his home soon after and it would be many years before Acevedo would speak to his parents
(A. Acevedo, 2010).
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The commanders, Merz and Metz, were captured and tried in Dachau, Germany, in
1945. Their original sentence was death by hanging (Whitlock, 2005). However during the
trial, not one Berga survivor was called to testify. The court had sworn testimonies of several
of the soldiers, but many had no idea that the trial even occurred (Bard, 1994). Appeals were
made by the defense and their sentences were commuted. American General Lucius D. Clay
served as Military Governor of the U.S. occupation zone in Germany from 1947 to 1949.
Clay was responsible for reviewing the war crime trials, and commuted over 100 death
sentences. According to Clay, he commuted a sentence if he had any doubt to the nature of
the crime, feeling it was Germany’s place to carry out justice and not the U.S. military
(Smith, 1990). He received much criticism for the commuted sentences, but defended his
actions in a biography by Jean Edwards Smith:
In the first place, you were getting down to the nitty-gritty details. We were getting
down to trying unimportant people who may have committed or not committed major
crimes. This is always more difficult than when you are trying principals. The
Nuremberg court procedures were much better established than the other courts we
set up. Taylor and Fahy did that. As a result, the verdicts there didn’t require the
attention and reviews and the car and the worry. The Dachau trials were different.
When you have the responsibility of whether someone is going to die, before you sign
a paper you worry about it an awful lot. And I never signed any of those papers
without going through the trail record from A to Z. And if there was any doubt, any
doubt, I commuted the sentence (1990).
Metz was sentenced to 15 years in prison and released after six. Merz’s sentence was
reduced to time already served (Whitlock, 2005). However, the ranking officer of the Berga
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camps, SS Lieutenant Willy Hack was captured in 1947 and hung for his crimes in 1952
(Cohen, 2005). The Berga survivors would not receive their justice from the courts.
Most of the survivors had no knowledge of the trials or the sentencing. However,
those that did know were outraged. When they questioned the U.S. War Department they
were told the two were merely underlings taking orders, and not deserving of a death
sentence (Bard, 1994).
It would be many years before the story of these veterans began to leak out. A desire
to pick up life where it left off and the need to follow orders kept them from talking about
their experiences. A few hometown papers recorded various accounts, and some survivors
opened up to their family and friends- some freely, some only when under the influence of
alcohol- but most never spoke of their experiences (Bard, 1994). The survivors went on with
their lives as best they could. They married. They started families. They rose to the top of
their professions. However, the nightmare of Berga was never far behind (Whitlock, 2005).
In 1994 author Mitchell G. Bard published his book. Forgotten Victims: The
Abandonment ofAmericans in Hitler’s Camps. In it, Bard dedicates five of the 12 chapters
to the soldiers in Berga. He used first hand accounts as well as soldier testimonies recorded
in the national archives. His book is full of historic details that recount the horrific
conditions the soldiers faced. It even recounts a handful of articles that came out in the
1940s that hinted to the experiences of the Berga story without revealing what had happened.
In 2001 filmmaker Charles Guggenheim began filming a documentary on the Berga
soldiers. Guggenheim was a soldier in WWII, but a foot infection prevented him from being
deployed with his unit, which was present at the Battle of the Bulge. Had he been with his
unit, it is very likely Guggenheim, a Jew, would have shared the fate of the Berga soldiers.
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Berga: Soldiers ofAnother War aired in 2003 on PBS. Survivors provided the narrative for
the film, with Guggenheim voicing the introduction and transitions through the film. The
documentary was filmed completely in black and white and included reenactments filmed in
Germany(Guggenheim, 2003).
After the documentary was released, two authors found an interest in Berga. Flint
Whitlock’s Given upfor Dead, American GFs in the Nazi Concentration Camp at Berga and
Roger Cohen’s Soldiers and Slaves, American POWs Trapped by the Nazis’Final Gamble
were both published in 2005.
A WWII historian, Whitlock began tracking survivor’s stories that he eventually
complied into his book after seeing the documentary on television. Given upfor dead gives
interlaced first-hand accounts that tell the story of the Berga soldiers from the events of the
Battle of the Bulge through their liberation. The book also included a short biography of each
survivor he interviewed. Whitlock wrote from a third person perspective, keeping the reader
at a distance from the events. Whitlock did not pursue the story after publication. In an
email Whitlock stated:
I felt that, because of the PBS documentary and the books that were beginning to
come out, they were starting to receive some of the recognition due them. My efforts
have been devoted to writing books that bring attention to the people I write about,
not become their advocates beyond that limited scope.
Cohen took a different approach by comparing the Berga experiences of an American
GI and a European Jew, who was a prisoner of Buchenwald as well as Berga. He also
interlaces the survivors’ stories to retell the history. Cohen wrote in the style of historical
narrative, putting the reader in the midst of the story. Cohen also followed the story from
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Battle of the Bulge. However, Soldiers and Slaves also included more information about the
war crimes investigation and post war trials.
Columnist Reich Walter’s review of the two books in the New York Times noted their
contrasting answers to the question of what actually happened in Berga in his article:
Were American troops killed in the Holocaust? Read one of these books about
American prisoners of war sent to the Berga slave labor camp in Germany—Flint
Whitlock’s Given Upfor Dead: American GFs in the Nazi Concentration Camp at
Berga — and the question may barely occur to you. Read the other book — Roger
Cohen's Soldiers and Slaves: American POWs Trapped by the Nazis'Final Gamble —
and you'll probably be convinced they were (Reich, 2005).
Whether or not the books answered if the American POWs were considered victims
of the Holocaust, all of the books and the documentary share one aspect- they brought
recognition to the struggles of this group of men to only a narrow audience base. Despite
the post war trial, three books, and one documentary, the story of the Berga survivors never
received national attention. The horrific conditions and brutalities these American soldiers
faced were lost in pages of history.
However, what Bard, Whitlock, Cohen, and even Guggenheim were not able to do
with hundreds of pages and hours of film, CNN reporter Wayne Drash was able to
accomplish with 2,089 words.
In the summer of 2008 Drash was assigned to do a profile of an Iowa man, James
Hoyt. Hoyt was one of the first U.S. soldiers to see the Buchenwald concentration camp
when it was liberated (Drash, 2008a). However, before Drash could interview him, Hoyt
passed away in his hometown at the age of 83. Drash spoke to family and friends of Hoyt
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and the profile became a tribute to one of America’s heroes (Drash, 2009c). After the article
was published, it received massive hits and attention from CNN.com readers. One ofthose
readers would open the door to the painful past for another group of American heroes.
The family of Berga survivor Acevedo contacted Drash after reading the article on
Hoyt. For the first time, Drash heard the tragic story of the Berga survivors. He then set off
to interview Acevedo who lived in California. Along with the CNN.com piece, a broadcast
reporter also produced a video piece for television featuring the veteran (Drash, 2009c).
On November 11, 2008, Veteran’s Day, Drash’s feature,“WWII vet held in Nazi
slave camp breaks silence: “Let it be known, hit the Internet. The article immediately
received dozens of comments from readers, some thanking Acevedo for his service, others
scolding the government for its inaction. Not long after its publication, Drash received
another phone call that would take the story even further (Drash, 2009c).
In the article, Drash included a quote from Acevedo remembering a specific soldier’s
death.
Acevedo pauses when he comes across a soldier with the last name of Vogel. “He
died in my arms. He wouldn’t eat. He didn’t want to eat,” says Acevedo, now 84
years old. “He said, ‘I want to die! I want to die! I want to die!”’(Drash, 2008b).
The soldier who had died of exhaustion in the arms of the young medic was Bernard
“Jack” Vogel. His younger brother Martin had waited 60 years to learn what happened to his
brother during the war. After seeing Drash’s article online, Martin called the reporter in
tears. That single quote from Acevedo had solved the life long mystery that had haunted
Martin (Drash, 2009c). Drash put Martin in contact with Acevedo and another survivor, and
they revealed the full story of Vogel’s death to his brother(Drash, 2009c).
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Vogel and another soldier held prisoner at Berga attempted to escape from the camp.
but were recaptured (Drash, 2008c). The Nazi commanders punished the men by cutting
their food rations even further and giving them extra work shifts. Some survivors recall them
being beaten and forced to stand in front of the barracks without food or water for days
(Whitlock, 2010). The other soldiers were told they would be killed if they attempted to
help. After two or three days of punishment, the two soldiers collapsed (Drash, 2008c).
When Acevedo tried to give Vogel water and revive him, the broken soldier refused help.

I

wanted to feed him, to make him eat. And he wouldn’t eat at all. He was very weak. When
99

he died, he went into a zone, a sleep, very slowly because he couldn’t make it anymore.
(Drash, 2008c).
Drash and CNN set up the meeting between the younger Vogel and the Berga
survivors. He then published his second article telling the Vogels’ story in late November
2008. Google trends, which tracks search trends on the search engine, shows that the day the
99

article released there was a spike in searches for “hauptmann ludwig merz.

berga,” “berga

99

survivors,” and “berga an der elster.

The article, “After 63 years, vet learns of brother’s

death in Nazi slave camp,” documented the meeting and a revelation that a third Vogel
family member had tried to help the Berga survivors long before Vogel knew of his brother’s
fate.
The Vogels’ uncle, Charles Vogel, was a World War I veteran and a successful
lawyer in Manhattan, New York, in the 1940s. After learning of his nephew’s death, Vogel
worked, without the knowledge of his living nephew, pro bono to build a case against the two
head Nazi camp commanders, Merz and Metz. He reached out to over 100 Berga survivors
and recorded their testimonies, including that of Anthony Acevedo. Vogel then presented his
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information to the U.S. War Crimes Department. It is unclear if his research was utilized
during the war crime trials in Germany (Whitlock, 2005). With the Great War over and the
politically charged cold war following close behind, the iron curtain of communism
overshadowed the 350 men held at Berga (Whitlock, 2005).
After hearing of the reduced sentencing, Vogel wrote the U.S. War Department and
demanded answeres. A one-page letter from the Colonel Edward H. Young, chief ofthe War
Crimes Branch, would shatter any hope for justice with the following statement:
The sentence of Metz was reduced to life imprisonment and that of Merz to a term of
five years. Because the voluminousness of the record it is not possible to set forth in
detail reasons for the reductions of the sentences (Drash, 2008c).
Drash’s second article also described Vogel’s unsuccessful efforts to petition
President Harry Truman for further action against the war criminals. The article ended by
spotlighting efforts by current U.S. representatives Joe Baca of California and Spencer
Bachus of Alabama to have the Berga survivors recognized (Drash, 2008c).
Over the next year, Drash and other reporters at CNN would follow up on the actions
of lawmakers and readers. In December 2008 Drash released another article, “Lawmakers to
Army chief: Honor soldiers held as slaves by Nazis” documenting how Baca and Bachus
continued to push for recognition by approaching U.S. Army Secretary Peter Geren. It also
included both congressmen’s contact information for any readers who wished to support their
efforts (Drash, 2008d). A few weeks later the article “Army to honor soldiers enslaved by
Nazis” showed the effects ofthe hundreds of readers who had petitioned the government.
The U.S. Army decided to conduct an internal review (Drash, 2008e). Four more articles
would be published on CNN.com from December 2008 to June 2009 covering the events
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from the Army’s decision to the final ceremony in which theiiving survivors were officially
recognized. On June 6, 2009 Major General Vincent Boles honored the Berga survivors in a
ceremony held in Orlando, Florida, as a part of a veteran reunion. Boles rewrote history
before the ceremony by meeting with Drash and the survivors and admitting, for the first
time,“The conditions you read about they were under, it wasn’t a prison camp. It was a slave
labor camp as you characterized it,”(Boles, 2009). Boles also presented the survivors with
American flags flown over the Pentagon in their honor, and even presented a few men with
military medals they had earned but never received (Drash, 2009a).
The U.S. government’s apology and recognition came nine years after the German
government issued an apology for the crimes and atrocities committed by their country in
WWII,included the events at Berga. The survivors had also received compensation from
Holocaust victims groups(A. Acevedo, 2010).
Over a year, nearly a dozen articles, several video pieces, and countless reader
responses changed history for the Berga victims. In the last article published, Drash reflected
on his experiences. He spoke of the stories that had touched him most, from the tragic death
of Bernard “Jack” Vogel to the bravery ofthe young medic, Anthony Acevedo. However, he
also recognized that he was not the first to bring light to the Berga story.
I’m not the first to report on Berga. Authors Mitchell Geoffrey Bard, Flint Whitlock
and Roger Cohen have written books on it. The late Charles Guggenheim made a
documentary about Berga.
But what happened in recent months, I can only attribute to the power of online media
and the ease of access to communicate. You can scroll through Acevedo’s diary and
read the War Department document explaining why Metz and Merz were set free.
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Millions of you read the pieces, e-mailed them around and rallied around these
weathered war heroes. It took on a life of its own.
Hundreds of you lobbied Rep. Joe Baca, D-Califomia, and Rep. Spencer Bachus, RAlabama. The two congressmen then pressed Army Secretary Pete Geren to
recognize the soldiers.
It was humbling when Boles, the two-star general, told me that my reporting and my
colleagues on CNN television preserved the men’s legacy, culminating with the Army
recognizing them. That feels mighty good (Drash, 2009b).
In an interview with Drash, the reporter stated that he just thought he was filing a
good story when he first published the Acevedo profile. He had no idea where the story
would lead. However, he said he stayed with the story because the readers demanded it and
it was his duty as a reporter to see the story through to its end. He believes the entire
experience is a testament to online journalism. According to Drash, when information is so
easily shared, citizens can take action when inspired (Drash, 2009c).
The influence of online media and participatory journalism
Online journalism has emerged in the last 15 years as a powerful news force and the
third most preferred method of obtaining news behind local and national television,
respectively {Understanding the Participatory News Consumer, 2009). News articles,
videos, and audio clips cross the world in a matter of seconds, reaching hundreds of people in
a matter of minutes, leaving the old concept of daily deadlines in the dust,

Another factor in

the influence and power of online journalism comes from the rise of participatory journalism.
As a result, sharing news on the Internet changes the role and the theories of traditional
journalism.
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No longer is the journalist gatekeeper narrowly defined. The Internet allows
information to flow freely between the journalist and his audience, and news becomes a
conversation, not a lecture (Schultz, 1999). For example, after CNN.com published the
Berga series it was not the reporter telling the audience that these men should be recognized,
it was the readers who demanded their recognition through dozens of posted comments and
shared links.
This example also shows the effects of new media on the theories of diffusion of
innovation. Diffusion of innovation deals with the spread of change through a social system
(Singer, 1998). This change can be seen in the Berga example through both the way the
audience gathered the information -through the internet- and how the story resulted in
change- the recognition of the survivors.
Agenda setting is the idea that the media holds influence on what issues the public
perceives as important. By keeping the Berga story in the spotlight for nearly a year,
CNN.com gave more importance to the issue, which influenced the actions of readers.
However, new media also influenced who sets the agenda, much like participatory journalism
changed the role ofthe gatekeeper.
The idea of the gatekeeper is one of the most basic journalistic theories. It holds that
journalist define and control what information is presented to the public, much like a
gatekeeper controls what enters and exits an area. The theory was first applied to journalism
by White, who noted that the gatekeeper chooses the information to be published so that “the
community shall hear as a fact only those events which the newsman, as the representative of
his culture believes to be true”(1950). White’s study was based on the role of the editor, at
that time typically a white, middle-class male.
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The Internet allows anyone to search and obtain almost any piece of information
needed. Therefore, while it might seem that the role of the gatekeeper would become as
obsolete as one guarding a locked entrance when there is an open exit around the comer that
is not quite the case. The gatekeeper has evolved to serve in a new capacity. The online
gatekeeper is becoming not the keeper of information, but the filter for a medium that can
overwhelm the audience with its vastness of information. As researcher Singer points out:
People inside the newsroom are modifying their definition of the gatekeeper to
incorporate notions of both quality control and sense-making. In particular, they see
their role as credible interpreters of an unprecedented volume of available
information as fundamental to their value- even their survival- in a new media
environment(1998).
This idea holds true when applied to the Berga story. Assuming an audience member
held prior knowledge of the Berga camp, he could sift through over 9,300 results by
searching “Berga concentration camp” on Google for information. However he could, and
most likely would, more easily receive accurate and pre-filtered information from a reliable
and proven news source, CNN.com. This is also supported by the fact that news websites
such as CNN.com, USA Today, and ESPN, are the most used websites aside from search
engines like Google or Yahoo (Singer, 1998). Thus, the role of the gatekeeper is adjusted to
a guide for better and more accurate information.
Another adjustment to the gatekeeper is a change in the content of information
presented. White argued that gatekeeping was shaped in part by the limits of space and time
(1950). For example, print news content is chosen based on relevance and availability of
space within an individual publication. However, with the unlimited space available on the
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Internet, gatekeeping must be defined by other constraints. Yet are these defined by the
audience’s demand, the media’s resources, or a matter of personal likes or dislikes? With the
Berga example, it is a combination of these elements. The first story, “Buchenwald liberator.
American hero dies at 83,” was published out of a personal interest by the reporter who felt it
was an important story to be heard (Drash, 2009). The following profile on the Berga
survivors was published as a result of audience feedback, and the series continued because
CNN.com had the resources to follow and develop the story as the audience demanded it
(Drash, 2009). Unlike the constraints of print or broadcast, CNN.com did not have to
consider the limits of printing space or time relevance because the Internet provides
unlimited space.
The element of user demands and feedback reveals another change in the role of the
gatekeeper- participatory journalism. According to studies conducted by the Pew Research
Center for the People and the Press, 37 percent of Internet users say they actively participate
in news, meaning they “contributed to the creation of news, commented about it, or
disseminated it via postings on social media sites like Facebook or Twitter.” {Understanding
the Participatory News Consumer, 2009). By conversing with other users and commenting
on news postings, retrieving news becomes a social activity. Thus the gatekeeper again
becomes a guide with whom the audience can talk and converse back and forth. The Pew
study also found that 50 percent of users pass on news links and videos via email, and that
another 71 percent of all users receive news through some sort of email or social networking
posts {Understanding the Participatory News Consumer, 2009).
It would follow then, that users who are interested in contributing and actively
participating in the news would be drawn to websites, like CNN.com, who make
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participation easy through their “Email, Print, Share, Link, Sound Off’ options. These
options show another adaptation of the gatekeeper in which the journalists provide a platform
to guide and filter user conversations. Users can gain a sense of instant gratification in
immediately seeing their comments on a site and engaging in conversations with other users.
Research from over a decade ago analyzed the Internet’s potential for interactivity in
journalism and presented the idea of utilizing comments and live chats to increase audience
base (Schultz, 1999). Today, news entities like CNN and CNN.com have begun to take
advantage of the multi-media platforms and participatory journalism by actively adapting the
role of guide gatekeeper. Many on-air reporters and anchors, such as CNN’s Rick Sanchez,
use social networks like Facebook or Twitter to connect directly with the audience and
further the conversation during live news broadcasts {Rick's List, 2010). The result is that
the journalist can receive information as much as he delivers it. This is a contrast to the more
traditional method offeedback in print papers, the letter-to-the-editor. Letters to the editor
are reactions to the news content, and may or may not be published by the paper. In contrast,
online postings are both reactionary and participatory (Shultz, 1999). An online user may
react to a story and further it instantly, as shown in the case of the Acevedos and CNN
reporter Wayne Drash.
CNN.com has created a niche for the audience to provide user generated news content
with iReports. iReports allows anyone to submit videos, articles, and pictures to CNN.com
for publication on a variety of topics(“About iReport,” n.d.). However, the process of user
generated content still utilizes the classic gatekeeper model by filtering the information and
only publishing content it believes to hold value and validity.
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The way in which the audience receives and contributes to news deals with the theory
of diffusion of innovation. Diffusion is a type of communication in which information is
shared over certain channels of a social system. Innovation would be an element in the form
of change or news that is spread over this communication (Rogers, 1995). Online media
allow information and news to spread much more quickly and easily than traditional formats
such as print and journalism. It also presents new ways in which innovation or news is
diffused among the audience.
In her study. Singer poses the question of whether new media will become its own
entity or become extensions of the already established traditional media (1998). In the
example of the Berga story, it is seen that online media acts as both. As an independent
source of news, CNN.com pursued the story of the Berga survivors, which it was presented
from the audience. However, as the story developed it also became an extension of CNN’s
television network that broadcasted video coverage of the survivors being honored.
Because it was an audience member that presented the Berga story via email to the
CNN.com reporter, the Berga story also becomes an example of how diffusion is shifting,
just like the gatekeeper. By utilizing the emerging participatory journalism, diffusion
becomes a two way process much like the changing role of the gatekeeper. Singer also
points out that journalist have embraced the Internet as a means to gather and communicate
information (1998).
Rogers points out that the diffusion of innovation is most effective when both those
giving the information and those receiving the information are homophilous^ or have similar
attributes and characteristics (1995). While attributes can be defined in various
socioeconomic terms such as ethnicity, gender, and intelligence, it can also be applied to the
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degree with which one is technologically proficient. Online media, as shown by the Pew
study, attracts a specific audience- those who are savvy in Internet use and those who
participate in news feedback or content. For example, the Pew study also demonstrated that
nearly half of users surveyed believed multi-media elements- photos, videos, and links to
relevant information- within online news reports are important and that these users prefer
mediums that utilize this style (2009). When the diffusion of the Berga story occurred from
online media to an audience, which actively utilizes online communication, the innovation of
the story was effectively spread, thus allowing for a wider participation and change. This is
further proven by spikes in search trends following each article’s release on search engines
like Google for phrases involving the Berga survivors, specifically “hauptmann ludwig
99 44
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berga,” “berga survivors,” and “berga an der elster.”
While the documentary and books all provided in depth details and information on

the history of Berga, they failed to capture the attention ofa wide audience. This could be
attributed to Rogers’ idea of homophily. When the audience is heterophilous, or possess
different characteristics, the innovation or news is not diffused or spread. Guggenheim’s
Berga documentary appeared on PBS to a varied television audience. Unlike the filtered
audience of online media, the varied television audience may not possess the adequate skills
or abilities to communicate the story further. The same could be said of the books and their
reading audience. The more generic audience varies in its ability to communicate and further
diffuse the innovation.
How and why the Berga story was diffused also involves the theory of agenda setting.
Maxwell McCombs describes agenda setting as ’the inadvertent outcome of the necessity of
the news media, with their limited capacity to select a few topics for attention each day'
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(2005). While agenda setting is most often applied to political and campaign reporting, it
also deals with the rank and importance of news content. The importance of news content is
also determined and set by content analysis and feedback as well as public issues(McComb,
2005).
According to McComb,agenda setting affects the public opinion through the framing
of an issue and the highlights of its attributes (2005). Walter Lippman, who originated the
idea of agenda setting, explained this process by saying that attributes become pictures in the
heads ofthe audience(McComb,2005). By characterizing topics, highlighting certain
details over others, a journalist can sway the opinion of the reader and make the issue seem
more or less important. For example, in the Acevedo profile the reporter highlighted
Acevedo’s personal story and struggles against the government’s inaction to recognize his
sacrifices (Drash, 2008b). This creates a picture of a hero versus adversity.
The Berga story also gained momentum in the public eye because of another purpose
in agenda setting, the audience’s level of need for orientation, which is determined by
elements of relevance and uncertainty(McComb,2005). Especially for issues that the
audience does not encounter in daily life, such as foreign wars or historical events, the media
becomes the main source for information and thus has the ability to greatly influence public
opinion(McComb,2005). This is evident in the Berga series as the majority of the audience
did not hold prior knowledge of the events. Their need for orientation was high because
there was a higher level of uncertainty and were therefore more impacted by the information
presented by CNN.com.
Another aspect of agenda setting relates back to the time, space restraints of
traditional media. Because of the limited space and time offered in print and television
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outlets, only a few select issues can receive attention. Because of this, the media must set an
agenda of what issues are most important and relevant(McComb,2005). Though a front¬
page story about Berga in the New York Times would have likely brought about a strong
response from readers like the CNN.com series, the Times did not pursue the story and only
featured the books and documentary. It can be assumed this was a result of agenda setting
for more relevant and current topics. However, because the Internet has the luxury of
unlimited space, agenda setting based on time, space restraints can be adjusted. New media
has the ability to cover a wider range of issues and topics for more varied levels of
orientation.
McComb also states that there exists three consequences of agenda setting: “forming
an opinion, priming opinions about public figures through an emphasis on particular issues,
and shaping an opinion through an emphasis on particular attributes”(2005). With agenda
setting, there is an amount of repetition of issues. The more repetition and exposure, the
more a person will form an opinion on the issue(McComb,2005). Within the Berga series
there is repetition of the attribute of inaction by the government. By keeping that attribute in
the forefront, the public formed an opinion that there was an injustice that needed to be
corrected.
After an opinion is formed the link between public opinion and the prominence of an
issue becomes priming, which is the process of an audience’s selective attention(McComb,
2005). In other words, when the audience forms an opinion that an issue is important, that
issue is primed to receive more media attention and vice versa, Drash stated in an interview
that he pursued the Berga story because the readers demanded it. However, he was also
practicing agenda setting by featuring what stories his readers felt were prominent.
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Shaping an opinion through an emphasis on particular attributes played a large role in
the agenda setting within the Berga series. As stated before, the attribute of government
inaction created a sense of injustice. In this way the online series greatly differed from the
books and documentary. Both mediums focused on the overall events rather than the
individual attributes. Therefore the sense of injustice was not instilled in the mind of the
audiences, and an agenda of change was not set.
New media and online journalism is changing the face and methods of traditional

I

journalism. With a wider impact and the adaptation ofjournalistic theories, new media is
emerging with great potential for faster and more tailored information sharing. The
combination of the gatekeeping, diffusion of innovation, and agenda setting theories led to
the effectiveness of the CNN.com series. By embracing the changing role of the gatekeeper
through participatory journalism, adapting to new forms of diffusions of innovation through
online content and feedback, and setting an agenda of importance and needed change,
CNN.com was able to share a story that literally changed history.
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CHAPTER III: METHODOLOGY
The beginning phases of research included a review of the original series of articles
published by CNN.com. There were ten articles in this series, beginning with the veteran
profile in August 2008 and ending with the coverage and reflection of the recognition
ceremony in June 2009. The articles are included in the appendix of this project.
During the summer of 2009, the primary reporter ofthe series, Wayne Drash, was
also contacted for an interview. In that first telephone interview, Drash was questioned on
his role in the events that followed the series’ release. He reviewed the events from August
2008 to June 2009 in his own words, as well as his motivation and purposes behind the
project. Drash also provided contact information for two Berga survivors whom were later
interviewed. After interviewing the survivors, Drash was contacted again to clarify details
and question him on several points that arose from the survivor interviews,
Preliminary work during a summer internship with CNN in Washington D.C. resulted
in a two-minute video piece using the available bureau resources. The piece includes an on
camera interview with ex-POW Anthony Acevedo and Major General Vincent Boles, as well
as video of the ceremony and still pictures of the Berga POW’s. This preliminary piece
relied on the facts and information found in the CNN.com series and in the interviews which
were available on the CNN bureau server. A transcript of the piece is included in the
Appendix of this project.
Following the video research began on three books written on the subject: Flint
Whitlock’s Given Up for Dead American GI’s in the Nazi Concentration Camp at Berga^
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Roger Cohen’s Soldiers and Slaves: American POWs Trapped by the Nazis’Final Gamble^
and Mitchell G. Bdivd’s Forgotten Victims, The Abandonment ofAmericans in Hitler’s
Camps. The books by Cohen and Whitlock were chosen because they resulted from the
author’s viewing of a documentary by Charles Guggenheim called Berga: Solders ofAnother
War. Bard’s book was chosen because it appeared to be the first to publish on the subject.
These books provided overall historical details and background on events at and surrounding
Berga. They also featured various first hand accounts and biographical information of the
surviving soldiers. An email interview was conducted with Whitlock about his role and
interests in the subject. Attempts to contact the other researchers were made through email,
but none were returned.
A web-based search of nationally distributed papers including The Washington Post^
The New York Times, and U.S.A Today was also conducted for any stories relating to Berga.
99 44
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Key words combinations such as “Berga,

POW+soldiers,

Guggenheim,” and

“Berga+Army+investigation” in each paper’s internal search engine within their website.
Nine results were found in The New York Times and no results for The Washington Post or
U.S.A. Today. The articles found ranged in date from 2001 to 2005. While they included
information on Berga, the main focus was the books or documentary. The articles reviewed
and compared the books and documentary- The New York Times included an edited excerpt
of Cohen’s book- but none focused solely on the story of Berga. Another searched was done
in the local papers surrounded the two interviewed veterans, Anthony Acevedo and Morton
Brooks. Only The Press Enterprise in southern California had published a story on Acevedo.
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Brooks stated he had sent press releases to local media outlets before the official recognition
ceremony, and none picked up the story.
Two in-person interviews were conducted with Acevedo and Brooks. The Sally
McDonnell Barksdale Honors College approved $400 for travel funds. The funds covered
the coast of plane tickets to the subject’s respective locations.
CITI certification was renewed for this project in accordance with the Institutional
Review Board prior to the interviews. The purpose and methods of this project were
explained to both subjects and both gave permission for their interviews to be used.
Acevedo was interviewed on February 6, 2010, in his home for one hour, 29 minutes.
His son, Fernando Acevedo, was also interviewed at the time of Acevedo’s interview for 38
minutes. Along with his first-hand account of his experiences, Acevedo and his son provided
valuable insight from their experiences in dealing with Drash and other researchers who
covered the topic. The Acevedos also provided documents, including personal photos, a
photocopy of Acevedo’s wartime journal, a copy of the military secrecy document, and a
written copy of Acevedo’s account which his son had prepared in 2002. The Acevedo’s gave
permission to use these documents in this thesis.

A copy of the diary and secrecy document

are included in the appendix of this project.
Brooks was interviewed on February 20, 2010, in his home. The interview lasted one
hour, 45 minutes. Like, Acevedo he gave a personal account of his experiences, which were
very different than those of Acevedo. Brooks also expressed contrasting opinions on the
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actions of the government following their liberation as well as events following the release of
CNN.com series.
When comparing and analyzing the popularity of the online articles versus the books,
articles from the Journal ofComputer-Mediated Communication as well as research
conducted by the Pew Research Center's Project for Excellence in Journalism.
After reviewing and researching the sources, the information was compiled and
organized it in two parts: the historical background of the events at Berga and the analysis of
online and participatory journalism.
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CHAPTER IV: PROJECT TO BE SUBMITTED TO PUBLICATION
George Burdeski was dying. He had been marched over 200 miles across Germany
with other American POWs for three weeks with little food. For months before, he had been
forced to dig in German mines in a slave camp, inhaling dust, silt and pulverized rock. Now,
broken and weak, trapped in a march on an endless road, he had diphtheria and was slowly
suffocating.
Fellow prisoner and medic Anthony Acevedo recognized the symptoms, and was told
guards would release the most ill. But, he knew Burdeski would not survive the three-day
train ride to the nearest hospital if something were not done to clear his swollen, blocked
throat. There was a way to save him. If Acevedo performed a quick tracheotomy with his
pen, he could help him breathe. Acevedo carried a Shaeffer fountain pen to write in a diary
he kept hidden from the guards. Even outside on this road exposed to all elements, he could
open a hole in Burdeski’s throat. Then the disassembled pen body could be used to keep the
hole open and allow air into the stricken man’s lungs.
Acevedo and another medic asked the guards for permission. A guard slammed his
rifle butt squarely into Acevedo’s jaw, breaking a tooth. Acevedo persisted. “If you don’t let
me do that, you’re going to kill him,” he told the guard. The guard angrily stomped the
eyeglasses of the other medic into the dirt. Burdeski died on the train.
When Acevedo and the other prisoners arrived at the slave labor camp, they
numbered 350. After being broken through work and abuse, and marched across the chaotic
German countryside under the careful watch of nervous guards, only half of them were left.
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When they were liberated near Cham, Germany, by American forces, the prisoners looked
more like living skeletons of Holocaust victims than American soldiers.
Outraged by how the prisoners were treated, a war crime investigator would later
throw one of the German guards down a flight of stairs. Yet his anger did not carry through
the chain of command. Burdeski, Acevedo, and the others were buried in time and politics at
the end of World War II. It would take more than 60 years for the nation to hear their stories
and for their government to finally recognize the soldiers who were forced to work as slaves
for the Germans.
It took an age when communication around the world is a quick and simple as the
push of a button to bring the full story to the American people and force the U.S. government
to act.
It began almost by accident.
Wayne Drash, senior CNN producer, had a story idea. It was a profile on a World
War II veteran in the small town of Oxford, Iowa. Drash had heard stories of this particular
veteran, James Hoyt, a mailman in his rural town who,in 1945, had been one ofthe
liberating soldiers of the Buchenwald concentration camp. However, Hoyt died a few weeks
before Drash was scheduled to meet him and document his story. Instead, his story idea
turned into a tribute obituary that was published on CNN.com in August 2008. Like many
accounts from members of what Tom Brokaw deemed the Greatest Generation, Hoyt’s story
caught the attention of many readers. One reader in southern California, however, had what
he considered to be a missing piece in Ho}/l’s experiences. Fernando Acevedo knew the
story of another WWII veteran who experienced something very similar to Hoyt, only this
veteran had been on the other side of liberation. Knowing the importance of telling the entire
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story, Acevedo took a chance and sent a short email explaining what he knew to the reporter.
That initial email would be Drash’s first encounter with an incredible story of bravery.
survival, secrets, and betrayal; and within a few months it would become the catalyst in
rewriting a forgotten history.
Anthony Acevedo is a soft-spoken man in his mid-eighties with a face that always
seems to be smiling. A retired engineer, time tugs on his shoulders and slows his pace, but
his conversation is quick and eager. His home in the hills of Yucaipa, California, is as
orderly as his dress. A POW/MIA flag raised in his yard gives visitors the first indication of
his place in American history. In his sitting room stand stacks of posters and certificates
among pictures of family that paint a clear picture of a veteran who sacrificed much for his
country. Off to the side are medals and more flags, these meticulously folded in the military
triangle.
Over 2,600 miles away, retired psychologist Morton Brooks paces around his home
outside Palm Beach, Florida, with surprising agility for his 84 years. Brooks is a quiet man,
a trait he might have inherited from his father and uncle who, he remembers with a laugh,
rarely argued because they rarely talked. His home is precisely ordered and full of light from
the southern Florida sun. Framed artifacts on the wall reveal his Jewish roots as well as his
daughter’s work in Japan. Family pictures are kept on the wall of a hallway, and only a
refrigerator magnet and a poster hung in a back office expose his status as a veteran. The
Brooklyn native doesn t mind silence in a conversation, but the subtle shifts in the lines
framing his eyes show the silence is not empty.
Acevedo sits in a foldable chair with stiff canvas backing and seating because it gives
his back better support than his couch whose springs give little resistance to the slightest
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weight. Brooks prefers a set of chairs that might be found in a sunroom, both practically
built but comfortable. Acevedo leans forward in his seat, sorting through a thick expand-afile filled with articles, pictures, and documents. Brooks reclines in his chair, hands in his
lap, thumb rubbing over his other wrist. Acevedo readily recounts details of his youth- a
subtle Latin pronunciation over his vowels confirming his Mexican heritage- volunteering.
my father was just another Hitler.

Brooks begins speaking, “it’s not a fim story to tell.

Both men are once again beckoned back to 1944, a time when email was something
magic than reality, and begin telling their stories. They were both on the verge oftheir 20s,
Acevedo a medic with Company B of the 275^*^ Infantry Regiment, 70^^ Infantry Division,
and Brooks a rifleman in the 42"^^ Infantry Division.

In December 1944 German forces were weakened and fighting a “poor man’s war”
with young boys and farm hands taking the place oftrained soldiers as their numbers
dwindled. History shows it was an especially cold and brutal winter. In a drastic attempt to
regain lost territory, Adolf Hitler launched a massive offensive attack on Allied forces where
Belgium, Luxembourg, Holland, and Germany intersected. Despite a strong start with the
advantage of surprise and numbers, what became known as the Battle ofthe Bulge was a
failure for the Nazis. However, according to records, around 75,000 Americans were killed
and thousands more taken prisoner.
In the chaos and confusion offighting, Acevedo did his duty as a medic. He moved
from soldier to soldier applying what aid he could, as the very trees around him became
living bombs, exploding from bullets and shrapnel. Acevedo and Company B made it to
Falkenberg Ridge, near Philippsbourg, France, before they were forced to take shelter from
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oncoming attacks from the Germans. Acevedo saw that another medic had been killed, along
with several officers. He applied aid to the wounded as the group hunkered down in cave
like holes along a hill. They held off the Germans as long as they could, until completely
overrun and forced to surrender. Acevedo was forced to remove his boots and walk barefoot
in the freezing snow, stripped of all supplies, save his medical pack.
Brooks found himself in a foxhole under heavy attack from German soldiers. After
nearly three days of fighting his group was running low on supplies and cut off from outside
communication. Brooks was ordered to try and reconnect a phone line so they could order
relief. “It’s a wonder I didn’t die running out, following a line trying to find where it
reconnected. I realized later there was a sniper trained on me as I walked by.” Eventually
the Germans overran their area. With a tank threatening to blow up their bunker. Brooks and
others in his unit were forced to surrender. Both Brooks and Acevedo were marched for
several days with what was left of their units to the nearest railroad stations from their
respective positions. All the men were packed tightly onto cattle rail cars, and shipped deep
into German territory to Bad Orb, Germany, not far from the Belgum border.

In Atlanta, Wayne Drash read the email he received from California. Amazed at the
story attached, he called Fernando Acevedo, son of Anthony Acevedo. He listened to what
Acevedo had to say, and said he would have to check it out. The young Acevedo told him to
go ahead. Soon after, Drash flew to the sunny hillside town of Yucaipa, California, to meet
Fernando Acevedo and his father face to face. He spent three days with the family, recording
their stories, and in the words of Acevedo forming a bond of respect and friendship.
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Bad Orb, Germany, held Stalag IX-B, what history shows to be the worst of all the
German prisoner of war camps. Stalag IX-B could hold around 4,000 prisoners in barracks
with limited resources. Soldiers were given one blanket each and huddled in groups ofthree
or four to stay warm in the bitter cold. Barracks had three-level bunks. Only a few had
bedding; even fewer not infested with bugs and filth. Other barracks had only straw covering
concrete floors to provide bedding. Prisoners were given little food on a diet estimated to
only be 1,400 calories a day, 300 less than the minimum an inactive man needs to survive.
Breakfast was tinted water that passed for coffee or tea. A single loaf of bread was split
between as many as 15 men. The latrines were few and ill equipped to handle 4,000 men.
After arriving in the camp, the soldiers were processed and sorted. Acevedo recalled
waiting to be interviewed in his barracks. “In walks two guards with machine guns and
behind them was an officer, a Gestapo, SS, Nazi with a monocle, with a gold-headed stick you would think he was a movie star.” He took Acevedo away to interrogate. Once alone
with the officer, Acevedo was grilled on what he knew. When Acevedo only gave his name,
rank, and serial number, the officer proceeded to recite Acevedo’s personal history as way to
intimidate him into talking. The officer knew about Acevedo’s family, knew he was bom in
California but grew up in Mexico. The officer even knew of an incident when Acevedo was
17 and he and a fiiend accidently discovered that two of his father’s employees were spying
for German U-Boats offthe coast of Baja California, Mexico. He knew that Acevedo had
moved back to California when he was drafted and hoped to become a doctor. Acevedo was
tortured for more information about American troops by needles jabbed under his figure
nails. The officer finally gave up when Acevedo could not give him the information he
wanted.
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Brooks remembers that American officers in the camp sorted his unit. Under German
instructions, the officers went through the units taking names and religious affiliations. He
remembers many Jewish prisoners attempted to hide their identity or were shielded by other
soldiers. When Brooks was asked his religion, he first tried to refuse, telling the officer that
soldiers were not required to give any more than name, rank, and serial number. However,
when the officer asked again saying that the Germans demanded religion Brooks said he was
Jewish. A few days later he was moved to segregated Jewish barracks.
By mid-January 1945 more men were segregated. Accounts vary, but some of the
men remember being filed out in the yard and told that any Jews should step forward. When
no one moved, the guards threatened violence and death. Some Jewish soldiers hid their dog
tags, which were marked “H” for Hebrew, or threw away the prayer books the military issued
according to religion. Eventually soldiers began stepping forward or were forced to reveal
their religion. Others, like Acevedo, were also chosen because they were deemed
undesirable or troublemakers. In total 350 men were pulled from the Stalag IX-B camp.
Again the Nazis packed them on rail cars. Acevedo was told they were being sent to a better
camp, one where they could watch movies. They had no idea they were headed for
conditions much worse.
Berga, Germany, is a small tovm located on the Elster River about 200 miles south of
Berlin. In this town Nazi forces continued their desperate attempts to turn the tides of a
losing war. As journalist Roger Cohen revealed in his research, under the direction of Nazi
officer Edmund Geilenberg the Germans began planning a fantastical scheme in which they
would build underground facilities to produce synthetic fuel to replace the fuel plants that
had been relentlessly bombed and destroyed by the Allies. The Miniraldlsicherungsplan had
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been presented and approved in the summer of 1944. The underground facilities were given
code names ofSchwalbe. The most important, Schwalbe 5 was located in Berga, and would
be used to produce much-needed jet-fuel.
Schutzstajfel(SS)guards were given full authority from Geilenberg to collect workers
from concentration camps. However, by the beginning of 1945, the concentration and
elimination camps had been cruelly efficient in weakening and killing their political
prisoners. In order to supplement the needed work force, the SS turned to their POW camps.
With a quota of 350 that was to be filled with as many Jewish prisoners as possible, the
soldiers at Stalag IX-B were chosen as slave laborers for the Nazis.

CNN.com published Wayne Brash’s profile on Anthony Acevedo on Veterans Day,
November 11, 2008. “WWII vet held in Nazi slave camp breaks silence: ‘Let it be known
was a 2,142 word report recounting Acevedo’s experiences as a soldier and slave in Berga.
Brash returned to Atlanta, believing he had simply filed a good story. It was a successful
article with multiple multi-media components including pictures, documents, and video
interviews with Acevedo. Readers began commenting immediately, most expressing
gratitude or marveling that this was a story not found in history books. Yet a phone call after
the publication let Brash know that this story was far from complete. On the other end was a
small voice, full of sadness and disbelief. Martin Vogel had read Acevedo’s profile, and in it
found long sought answers about his brother’s death.

The prisoners arrived in February 1945, along with a large group of political prisoners
from the Buchenwald concentration camp. Here the soldiers learned first hand of the Nazi
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ideal, Vernichtung durch Arbeit- destruction through work. Given less food than when they
were in Stalag IX-B the soldiers were forced to do the backbreaking work of digging tunnels
into the mountainside of Berga, Soldiers remember they worked for 12 hours or more,
alongside the emaciated concentration camp victims, running drills and digging out the rock
and quartz walls with no protective gear. Injuries occurred often. After the men would blast
tunnels with explosives, they were forced to continue working before the dust had settled.
inhaling the dirt and soot. The pulverized quartz tore at their lungs. Many men recall
coughing up blood and pieces of lung.
Nineteen-year-old Anthony Acevedo was not allowed to work in the mines. Instead,
he was one of six medics in the group responsible for caring for the soldiers. He had been
stripped of his main supplies when he was captured, and the only medicine he had was sulfa
tablets, small doses of antibiotics given to soldiers. He and the other medics were also put on
food duty. In the mornings and evenings they were marched into tow to gather the soldier’s
daily rations of soup and bread. He remembers that evidence of the Nazi cruelty extended
beyond their camp. On the roads they passed the bodies of dead political prisoners slain in
the road or hung from ropes in the town square.
Like Stalag IX-B, the soldiers received far less than the daily amount of calories
needed to maintain a normal state of health, however the condition of the food was far worse.
According to the medic, the bread was little more than sawdust, ground glass, and barley.
Watered down soup was the only supplement. Historian Flint Whitlock estimate they
received around 400 to 600 calories a day.
Brooks was assigned to one of the tunnels running a heavy pneumatic drill. He
remembers that he and the others in the mines were beaten by guards when they felt work
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was not being done quickly enough. Like most Americans, Brooks had little knowledge of
what had been happening to the European Jews in concentration camps. In the tunnels
however, the American soldiers came face to face with the living skeletons of political
prisoners, and experienced first hand how humanity can be lost.
In his book Soldiers and Slaves: American POWs Trapped by the Nazi 5 Final
Gamble^ Roger Cohen retold one of the first encounters between the American GIs and one
European Jew, Mordecai Hauer:
Sprechen Sie Deutsch" he asked - Do you speak German?
No Deutch/' said one soldier. Hauer noticed the whiteness of the man's
teeth.
You England?
“No, America."
Hauer was amazed. America! To him,it was a faraway country, the land of
cowboys and ranchers and sheriffs and the Niagara Falls and big stores and huge
factories and towering buildings and Hollywood motion pictures full of song and
dance and the victory of love over every obstacle. It had peopled his imagination
as a child, a power at once vast and mysterious. He had felt drawn to it, but at the
same time it had seemed unattainable, a place of dreams. Yet here in a provincial
German town were Americans working as slave laborers for the Nazis.
During the brief lunch break, Hauer sat with the Americans. He noticed
that their jackets had zippers rather than buttons; he also noted that their shoes
were made of leather. Many of the European prisoners were shoeless and had to
make do with wrapping their feet in rags. When one of the American prisoners
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unzipped his jacket to get something, Hauer glimpsed a small, gold Star of David
hung on a chain around his neck.
Du Ivri?" he asked, using a Hebrew word for a Jew.
Ivri?
Hauer tried again,“Du Yid?
Yid! Ich Yid!" the American exclaimed, pointing to the star."Du Yid?
Hauer indicated that he was. He gestured to the concentration camp
prisoners around him to convey the idea that most of them were also Jews. At
this, he noted an expression of dismay on the American's face.
With hard labor and starvation rations, the Americans grew weaker each day.
Acevedo kept records of the prisoners who fell ill in a diary he kept hidden from the
Nazi guards. Each soldier did what he could to keep going. Brooks recalls a Christian
scientist who believed that as long as he thought he could survive, he would. However,
Brooks could slowly see his spirit break and the soldier eventually died from starvation
and exhaustion.
Despite their weakened state, survivors say they tried to sabotage their work or
even escape. Some soldiers would try to flip the carts that moved rubble out of the
tunnels. But anyone caught or even suspected of sabotage was beaten and abused
mercilessly by the guards. Those caught trying to escape were punished or killed.
Acevedo remembers one escape attempt. Bernard “Jack" Vogel attempted to escape in
early April along with another soldier. Both men were recaptured by the Germans,and
severely punished. Survivor testimonies about the punishment differ, from beatings to
cut food rations and extra labor shifts. However,they all agree that eventually Vogel
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collapsed. When Acevedo tried to give him water and revive him,the broken soldier
refused help. "1 wanted to feed him,to make him eat. And he wouldn't eat at all. He
was very weak. When he died, he went into a zone, a sleep, very slowly because he
couldn't make it anymore.

In America, Martin Vogel waited for six decades to learn the details of his
brother's death in World War 11. Answers finally came in Crash's profile piece on
Acevedo who recounted the elder Vogel's death:
Acevedo pauses when he comes across a soldier with the last name of Vogel."He
died in my arms. He wouldn't eat. He didn't want to eat," says Acevedo, now 84
years old."He said,'I want to die! I want to die! I want to die!
According to Crash, Martin Vogel, now a Boston resident, immediately contacted
him about the article. Crash put Vogel in contact with Acevedo and another survivor
who filled in the details of his brother's death over a conference call. Crash dug a little
deeper into the story and the aftermath of the Berga camps,and found that the Vogel's
uncle had played an important role in the postwar trials of the Nazi commanders in
charge of Berga by gathering information for the courts. He also discovered surprising
and disappointing actions on the part of the American government. A second article,
"After 63 years, vet learns of brother's death in Nazi slave camp" was published on
November 20, 2008.

The cruel treatment of Vogel was not uncommon. Cohen and Whitlock reveal
the camp at Berga was under the command of two SS officers. Captain Ludwig Merz and
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Sergeant Erwin Metz. Metz, who had served time in prison for embezzlement before
the war, was in charge of the POWs. He considered himself a doctor and inspected
soldiers who complained of being ill. If a soldier requested not to work because of
illness, Metz would look at his tongue and deem him healthy enough to work. Many men
who passed Metz's "inspection" soon died from pneumonia or other infections.
By April, Allied forces were closing in on the camp,and the chance for a German
victory was fading quickly. Acevedo recorded seeing more and more formations of
Allied planes flying above the camp. He and the other prisoners would also hear news
in whispers from some of the guards who saw the end was near.
In his diary Acevedo states that on April 6,1945,the guards gathered the
surviving POWs and forced them on a march across Germany,away from approaching
American and Russian troops. This 217-mile death march lasted three weeks. Ill or
wounded soldiers were piled haphazardly on wagons. Brooks recalled some suffocated
and died when guards carelessly piled dead bodies on top of live men. Acevedo realized
they were not the only ones being marched out when he saw corpses of slain political
prisoners lining ditches like leaves beside the road. He continued to record what he saw
in his diary, and even drew a few sketches of the towns they passed or the abuse he
saw.
Brooks and another prisoner managed to escape from the march to a nearby
farm. However,the farmer met them with a rifle and took them to the nearest town.
The townspeople recognized they were prisoners from their clothing, and turned them
over to the guards. After they rejoined the group. Brooks did not try to escape again.
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On the night of April 22, the group stopped to sleep in a barn. The men were
exhausted to a point of collapse. Brooks knew if they continued, no one would survive.
So when they began hearing tanks in the distance, as Acevedo recorded in his diary, the
ii

soldiers made a choice:
We knew that was our boys so we all decided to play and act. That was to act
everyone couldn't walk; I myself lied there on the floor with straw on me. The
German guards yelled at us. jRause. Rause!(up lets go) But every man stayed
right in their own bed; the Captain pulled out his pistol at our interpreter
because our men wouldn't move.
The Captain and a lieutenant came up to me and told me to get out, and I said to
them. I am a Sanitary man- for the Kronkon men.
For a while our men wouldn't move; till all of a sudden we heard the tanks
coming. The guards started taking off; the officers the same; everybody was
yelling in the barn; till one German guard came up to us and gave himself up
saying that we were free.
Boy everything looked exciting. That morning our last death was announced.
We were liberated today, April the 23/1945.

Both Acevedo and Brooks recount their stories in a matter-of-fact tone. By now
they have retold it dozens of times in veterans association groups or to local schools.
They even manage a joke or two. Acevedo smirks when he recalls getting rid of
soldiers' headaches by tricking them into thinking he gave them aspirin, when in reality
all he had were sulfa tablets. Brooks laughs when he talks about a buddy who claims
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Brooks saved his life by getting him to quit smoking. "You see there were people who
would trade food for cigarettes. So 1 convinced him to quit smoking to save his
cigarettes." He also added,"Don't smoke,it's bad for you.
Today these friendly, kind men don't show the scars of 1945. They talk greedily
about the weather, their children, their grandchildren. "It’s strange that after 64,65 years
we are suddenly considered heroes,” Brooks said.

I was surprised someone was so

interested in things that happened so long ago.

In February 350 soldiers arrived at Berga. When they were liberated by American
troops in late April, only 160 had survived. Historians give Berga the highest death rate for
any German POW camp. The soldiers were loaded up on any transportation available and
taken to the nearest towns and hospitals. Acevedo wrote in his diary that in the town of
Cham, the Americans took over a civic building and converted it into a medical clinic. They
burnt the lice infested clothes of the prisoners and gave what aid they could. The Berga
soldiers were interviewed by officers and their testimonies recorded. Soon they were sent to
various recovery centers in England and France.
Acevedo and few others received a military document threatening disciplinary action
for anyone who spoke of their experiences to press or non-military personal. Acevedo
followed orders, not understanding why he must keep Berga a secret, and signed the
document that stated:
1. Some activities of American prisoners of war within German prison camps must
remain secret not only for the duration ofthe war against the present enemies of the
United States but in peace-time as well. The interests of American prisoners of war
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in Japanese camps require maintenance ofthe strictest security on the activities of
American prisoners of war in German camps. The interests of American prisoners in
the event of future wars, moreover, demand that the secrets of this war be rigorously

i
safeguarded.
2. I therefore understand that under Army regulations and the laws of the United
States, during my military service and later, as a civilian, I may not reveal, discuss.
publish or otherwise disclose to unauthorized persons information on escape from
enemy prison camps or evasion in enemy occupied territory, clandestine
organizations among prisoners of war, any means of outwitting captors or of
promoting intelligence activities within prison camps.
3. The authorship of articles or stores on these subjects is specifically forbidden and
military personnel are warned that they will be held strictly accountable for the
communication of such information to other persons who may subsequently publish
or disclose such material.
4. I understand that any information suggested by the above mentioned categories is
SECRET and must not be communicated to anyone other than the agency designed
by AC of S G-2, War Department, or the corresponding organization in overseas
theaters of operations.
Acevedo returned home to Durango, Mexico, with mixed greetings. While on the
train home,the young soldier remembers being welcomed by Durango's ex-governor,
who was also his father's work partner. Acevedo also met a young girl whom he later
married. His father, however, was less receptive. "How come you let yourself be
captured? That's kind of cowardly, don't you think so?" the senior Acevedo told his son.
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Acevedo left his home the next day and returned to California. It was many years before
he spoke to his father again.
According to Brooks, he did not want his family to see him in such bad condition and
was relieved when he was sent to London to recover instead of directly home. He suffered
from malnutrition to the point that he could not eat. For months he could not get food past
his teeth without gagging. However, when other men became violently ill after eating solid
food, he saw this as a blessing in disguise. Instead, he was fed with a type of enriched
milkshake. Years later. Brooks still suffered from a very sensitive gag reflex as well as other
digestive problems. He remembers being told not to talk about his experiences at home, but
he did not have to sign any documents. With or without the silence order, Brooks had no
intention of sharing his horrific story with his family and fnends. He simply wanted to pick
up life where he left it and continue his education. He was discharged and sent to New York
and later to North Carolina where he continued his recovery.
Cohen’s research shows that War Crimes Investigating Team 6822 began an
investigation into Berga shortly after the soldiers’ liberation. Headed by World War I
veteran Major Fulton C. Vowell, the team quickly found evidence ofthe horrors at Berga.
They found the tunnels, saw the barracks, and even made the German citizens of Berga
exhumed the bodies of the dead and participate in a memorial service. Vowell and his team
also arrested Metz, who had returned to his home 15 miles from Berga. The investigating
team was enraged at the conditions they found and the claims by Metz that he treated each
soldier fairly and without cruelty. Vowell submitted a detailed report documenting all of
their findings by July 1945. However, Cohen found government letters to families of
soldiers who inquired about Berga indicated that the military did not have knowledge of the
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Berga camp, including one letter sent three months after Vowell’s report that stated, “there
was no Berga camp, merely a city of that name.

The letter also went on to describe the

slave labor as “work detail.
According to Whitlock, Metz and Merz were tried in Dachau, Germany,in October
1945 and sentenced to death. Their original sentence was death by hanging. However
during the trial, not one Berga survivor was called to testify. The court had sworn
testimonies of several of the soldiers, but many had no idea that the trial even occurred.
Appeals were made by the defense and their sentences were commuted.
American General Lucius D. Clay served as Military Governor of the U.S. occupation
zone in Germany from 1947 to 1949. Clay was responsible for reviewing the war crime
trials, and commuted over 100 death sentences. According to Clay, he commuted a sentence
if he had any doubt to the nature of the crime, feeling it was Germany’s place to carry out
justice and not the U.S. military. The general was also under pressure from the Pope who
asked for clemency for the Germans. Clay received much criticism for the commuted
sentences, but defended his actions in a biography by Jean Edwards Smith:
In the first place, you were getting down to the nitty-gritty details. We were getting
down to trying unimportant people who may have committed or not committed major
crimes. This is always more difficult than when you are trying principals. The
Nuremberg court procedures were much better established than the other courts we
set up. Taylor and Fahy did that. As a result, the verdicts there didn’t require the
attention and reviews and the car and the worry. The Dachau trials were different.
When you have the responsibility of whether someone is going to die, before you sign
a paper you worry about it an awful lot. And I never signed any of those papers
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without going through the trail record from A to Z. And ifthere was any doubt, any
doubt, I commuted the sentence (1990).
Records show that Metz was sentenced to 15 years in prison and released after six.
Merz’s sentence was reduced to time already served. However, as Cohen reveals in his
research, the ranking officer of the Berga camp SS Lieutenant Willy Hack was captured in
1947 and hung for his crimes in 1952. The Berga survivors would not receive their justice
from the courts.
According to author Mitchell Bard, most ofthe survivors had no knowledge ofthe
trials or the sentencing. However, those that did know were outraged. When they
questioned the U.S. War Department explained the two were merely underlings taking
orders, and not deserving of a death sentence.

When Wayne Drash began digging into the history behind the Vogel brothers,
another Berga connection emerged. The Vogels had an uncle, Charles Vogel, a well-known
trial lawyer in Manhattan, New York. The elder Vogel learned of his nephew’s death in a
prison camp, and immediately offered his services to the War Crimes Office in the
impending trials against Nazi officers Metz and Merz. He tracked down and recorded
testimonies from survivors. Many even said they would testify if needed. However, records
show their testimonies were never used, something that allowed Metz and Merz’s lawyers to
have the sentences reduced. As Drash showed in his article, when Vogel heard the news of
the officers’ commuted sentences in 1948 he petitioned the War Crimes Branch of the U.S.
War Department for answers. They responded that Metz and Merz were underlings who
could not be solely held responsible for the vastness of the crimes recorded.
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According to Drash, Martin Vogel never realized his uncle’s full involvement in the
aftermath of Berga until he found an old box of his uncle’s papers after talking with the
reporter and Acevedo, Drash included the Vogels’ connection to Berga and the trials in the
second article. He also included information about two U.S. representatives, Joe Baca of
California and Spencer Bachus of Alabama, who drafted legislation in December 2007 to
have the survivors recognized by congress.

Acevedo married and began a family, eventually having three sons and a daughter.
He began work as a design engineer. According to the former medic, he gave little
explanation to his family about his experiences,just as many veterans are reluctant to discuss
wartime trauma. As a result, he often suffered from stress, now known as Post Traumatic
Stress Syndrome. Despite this, he was easy going and slow to anger, something that would
even annoy his son Fernando. His son also says Acevedo welcomed everyone as a friend and
was never the disciplinarian for his children. Acevedo and his wife divorced in 1985.
However, Acevedo soon reunited with a woman from Durango, whom he originally meant to
marry when he returned from the war. They have been together ever since.
Brooks returned home, married, and looked to finish his education. After
experiencing what he called anti-Semitism from colleges he changed his last name, which
was originally Brimberg. Now officially known as Brooks, he was easily admitted and
finished school to become a psychologist. He and his wife had two daughters. Brooks also
suffered from PTSD and digestive problems. While he was not sure if his experiences in
Berga influenced his desire to become a psychologist, he used his experience as invaluable
insight into the roles of people in authority.
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For many years, neither Acevedo nor Brooks spoke about their time at Berga.
However, as time passed they realized it was a story that must be heard. Acevedo began
talking in a POW group at a local VA hospital. After understanding his experience more, he
began talking to local schools, hoping to inspire teenagers to love and never hate, and not to
throw away life opportunities. Brooks first spoke when a school in New York put on a
celebration for the anniversary of the Diary ofAnne Frank. A co-worker knew he was a
POW and asked him to share his story. Brooks reluctantly agreed, but found the experience
to be extremely emotional and therapeutic. Since then he has continued to speak to schools
and groups.
In 2001, filmmaker Charles Guggenheim began work on a documentary featuring the
Berga slave camp. Then 77, Guggenheim was assigned to the 106^^ Infantry Division in
1944. However, before his unit was deployed to Europe, Guggenheim contracted a foot
th

infection that immobilized him and kept him stateside. Many of the soldiers ofthe 106
were killed or captured in the Battle of the Bulge, and some were sent to Berga. According
to an article written about the documentary by Cohen, years later Guggenheim, a Jew, knew
that the fate of the Berga soldiers could have been his. Aided by his daughter, he embarked
on a project to honor and document the full story of the soldiers. Guggenheim tracked down
and interviewed survivors and even traveled to the town of Berga to film scenes.
As a New York Times columnist, Cohen was assigned to report on the development
of Guggenheim’s documentary. According to survivors, Cohen struck up a friendship with
Guggenheim while reporting and, as a result developed a great interest in the Berga story.
He began work on a book comparing the experiences of the American GI’s with that of the
European Jews confined at Berga. Cohen’s Soldiers and Slaves was published by Anchor
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Books in 2005, two years after Guggenheim’s Berga, Soldiers ofAnother War debuted on
PBS in 2003.
After seeing the documentary on television, military historian Flint Whitlock says he
also began researching the Berga soldiers. His book, Given Upfor Dead: American GFs in
the Nazi Concentration Camp at Berga, was published by Basic Books in 2005. Several
years earlier in 1994, Mitchell G. Bard published a book looking the stories of Americans in
concentration or POW camps called Forgotten Victims: The Abandonment ofAmericans in
Hitler’s Camps. It was released by Westview publishing.

On December 2, 2008, 12 days after CNN.com published its second article featuring
Vogel’s revelation and the involvement of congressmen, a third article appeared. U.S.
Representatives Joe Baca and Spencer Bachus, aiming to pass a congressional resolution.
petitioned then U.S. Army Secretary Peter Geren to recognize the Berga survivors.
Lawmakers to Army chief: Honor soldiers held as slaves by Nazis,” recounted the
congressmen’s efforts as well as a brief review ofthe Berga story. It also included an
editor’s note that read:
To support the congressmen’s effort, Spencer Bachus has asked for faxes to his
Washington office at 202-225-2082, or letters to Congressman Spencer Bachus, 2246
Rayburn Building, Washington, D.C., 20515.
By December 23, Drash had filed another report,“Army to honor soldiers enslaved
by Nazis,” which told readers how a chain of events was sparked by the original profile on
Acevedo and led to the Army openly recognizing the Berga soldiers for the first time. The
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last line of the article relayed a subtle request for information: CNN.com has located 14
Berga soldiers who are alive and will keep working to find if any others are still living.
On an afternoon in early June 2009, six of the 20 living Berga soldiers gathered in
sunny Orlando, Florida as a part of a veteran reunion. Among them was Morton Brooks. For
60 years they had been overlooked by their government and by history. Yet, on that peaceful
June day these men were finally given the recognition they deserved. Major General Vincent
Boles stood before the men on behalf of the Army and apologized for their forced silence and
acknowledged for the first time that Berga had been a slave labor camp. Boles then gave
each veteran an American flag, meticulously folded in the military triangle, which had been
flown over the Pentagon in his honor. Boles also applauded CNN.com’s reporting, saying it
was the articles’ constant attention to the issues that helped change history. He also
commended the work of congressmen Baca and Bachus. Drash covered the event in three
articles. The last, “The day 1 held a sobbing WWII medic in my arms,” was a personal
reflection on the result of nearly a year’s worth of reporting where he stated:
I’m not the first to report on Berga. Authors Mitchell Geoffrey Bard, Flint Whitlock
and Roger Cohen have written books on it. The late Charles Guggenheim made a
documentary about Berga.
But what happened in recent months, I can only attribute to the power of online
media and the ease of access to communicate. You can scroll through Acevedo's
diary and read the War Department document explaining why Metz and Merz
were set free. Millions of you read the pieces, e-mailed them around and rallied
around these weathered war heroes. It took on a life of its own.
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Hundreds of you lobbied Rep. Joe Baca, D-California, and Rep.Spencer Bachus, RAlabama. The two congressmen then pressed Army Secretary Pete Geren to
recognize the soldiers.
It was humbling when Boles, the two-star general, told me that my reporting and
my colleagues on CNN television preserved the men's legacy, culminating with
the Army recognizing them. That feels mighty good.
What Drash realized was that when information is so easily shared, everyday
citizens could be inspired to take action. When his profile on Acevedo made such an
impact, he stayed with the story because the readers demanded it, and because he felt it
was his duty as a reporter.
Despite several books and a documentary presenting the Berga story several years
earlier, it was one online profile that changed their legacy. CNN.com gave readers the
opportunity to directly participate in the Berga story by providing personal first hand
accounts, pictures, and documents. The website then gave readers the power to impact the
story by providing a direct link to the congressmen tr3dng to change the Berga legacy. With
a few clicks of a mouse, readers could share their thoughts, email the story to family and
friends, embed the information on their personal websites, and more. For Drash, the entire
series of events was a testament to the power of online journalism.
For Fernando Acevedo, however, the attitude and work style of the reporter also
impacted the outcome of the Berga story. When Drash met the Acevedo family, they say he
became part of the family. Drash took the story and followed it out of a reporter’s duty and a
personal connection of respect and admiration for this group of hidden WWII. Acevedo
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recalled how Drash would immediately call with any new information he had discovered.
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He really wanted what was best for my dad,” said the younger Acevedo
Drash and CNN.com also took a different approach to presenting the story. Instead of
giving multiple accounts at one time, as in the books by Cohen, Bard, and Whitlock, Drash
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put one face to the story and humanized it. Because the story was an online article.
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CNN.com was able to bring it to life with multiple dimensions of information. Not only
could the audience read about Acevedo’s experiences, but they could see him and listen to
him tell it as well. They could see his own words written on the pages of his diary. They
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could look at photos of the camps and see the horrid conditions for themselves.
While the documentary and books all provided in-depth details and information
on the history of Berga, they failed to capture the attention of a wide audience.
Guggenheim's documentary appeared on PBS and on a website with small excerpts of
veteran testimonies, but full copies are not easily found. The books focused more on
the overall events than the individual soldiers, and only the books by Cohen and
Whitlock focused exclusively on the events at Berga. Also, unlike Drash and CNN.com,
the authors had little involvement with the survivors after their books were published.
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The books presented the story and left the responsibility of taking action to the reader.
Yet the CNN.com series directly involved the reader from the beginning and provided
the initial steps to make a change. According to the younger Acevedo he kept in touch
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with Drash, the reporter went beyond his role as an objective journalist and used his
I

skills to ask questions and push authorities into action.
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Acevedo continues to flip through his large stacks of certificates. Some recognize
his involvement in the VA, others for his efforts as a soldier. He ticks off the medals he
has received and explains the story behind each one. He does not have much to say
about the recognition ceremony in Orlando. He did not attend. He and a few others felt
that it should have been held in, Washington D.C., as a point of soldier's pride. He only
has questions left: Why didn't President Obama visit the Berga site when he was
touring the concentration camps on the anniversary of Buchenwald's liberation? Why
did the government allow the unjust ruling for Metz and Merz to go unchallenged? Why
did it take so long for the government to recognize the soldiers who sacrificed so much
in its name? While he is glad they finally received their rightful place in history, he
wishes it had been done sooner when more of the fella's were alive.
Brooks is still sitting calmly in his chair, the ghosts of yesterday gone again for
the moment. He is amazed that so many people around the world now know his story.
Even a son of a former coworker who lives in Canada called when he read the story
online. Brooks will tell his story again to a school group in a few days, but his friends
often tease him about his presentations. "They say I'm not aggressive enough with the
story. They say,'Morty you've really got a story, you need to give it justice.' But I don't
like to go into all the gory details of how humanity can be lost." Like Acevedo, Brooks
believes it is nice to finally be recognized. With so many of the survivors now deceased,
however, he also seems to believe that the recognition came too little, too late.
In Atlanta, Wayne Drash has moved on to his next assignment, but his impact on
the lives of the "weathered war heroes" will not be soon forgotten. For Acevedo and
Brooks, warm sunny afternoons have replaced the bitter cold nights of the past. They
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worry about family, not food or survival. They do not ask for repayment for their time
served, only a chance to have their service remembered for anyone who wants to listen.
They offer the wisdom of their pasts, the lessons of love and tolerance learned from
schools of hate and prejudice, and still a little more of themselves. "Fd like to give you
some lunch now, if you would like,” says Brooks with his small smile.
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CHAPTER V: CONCLUSION
The purpose ofjournalism is to tell stories. However, stories that need to be told are
often hidden, buried deep within layers of secrecy, time, and history. This project
demonstrated how new technology and old fashion journalistic digging can produce stories
that change legacies. While it presents a type of written documentary about the history of the
Berga soldiers, it also offers an analysis of the various publications featuring the Berga
soldiers and their respective effects.
Research for this project revealed the value of communication and the potential of
new media. CNN.com was able to produce the series on the Berga soldiers because of
communication from one survivor’s family. Because new media and online journalism allow
such an ease of communication among audience members,feedback and interaction between
the audience and journalists is more important than ever. New media has lead to the rise of
participatory journalism. While feedback elements like online commenting or sharing may
not always contain relevant information, it has potential to further news content as seen in the
case of the Berga soldiers. Also, the attraction for potential audience members grows the
more interactive news content becomes as demonstrated by the Pew study. This reveals that
communication and interactively may hold the key in the future of media and maintaining a
steady audience base.
This project also revealed the importance ofthe role of the journalist. Reporters are
meant to be objective observers. However, as CNN reporter Wayne Drash demonstrated,
when the audience demands involvement the objectivity shifts. According to Drash, he
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simply completed his duty as a reporter by pursuing the story as it unfolded. However, he
formed personal relationships with his subjects and left a lasting impact where the other
journalists and authors did not pursue the story past publication. When asked of their opinion
of Drash, the Acevedos considered him part of their family. What can be drawn iforn this
experience is that journalists impact their subjects with each interview, publication, or
encounter. A journalist must consider this as much as his objectivity in a project.
This project was successful in relating the stories ofthe Berga soldiers. The
opportunity to contact and interview two ofthe living survivors as well as Drash was
essential in the research for both gathering historical information and conveying the
importance of the Berga story. Although there are dozens of documented stories and
statements in both books and national archives, this project humanized the story by selecting
two faces to represent the whole; a medic caring for the others and a Jewish soldier working
on the inside of the mines. Expanding too much into the other perspectives leaves an
impression of distance between the reader and content. However, by developing two
survivors and bringing their individual characters and stories to life, the reader is more
connected to the overall story. This is the same tactic used by CNN.
This project could have expanded more into the motives behind the individual
authors’ and documentarian’s motives in publishing the Berga story. While attempts were
made to contact the authors, emails and phone calls were unsuccessful and unretumed. It
would be valuable to know why the authors did not push for further recognition. They too
must have felt the Berga story was one that needed to be heard, however were their methods
of reaching a wide audience the reason for their lack of attention? A large excerpt of Roger
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Cohen’s book was published in the New York Times^ but why did the Times not pursue the
story further?
These questions would be a valuable expansion of this project. The answers would
not only further clarify why the Berga story went unrecognized for six decades, but they
would also draw further parallels between the potential of online journalism verses traditional
journalistic mediums. Another expansion would be a deeper look into the role of the
journalist and what defines the line between an objective observer and an active participant.
As the Berga story demonstrated, some stories need to be retrieved from time and
history. New media and the changing roles ofjournalists and the ease of commimication
have made it easier to find and reveal those stories. The Berga story is one example of the
power of reporting and the potential of new media. In closing this project demonstrated that
reporting is not dead, and that the new tools emerging in journalism hold unforeseen
potential to impact the surrounding world into the very depths of history.
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APPENDIX B; CNN.COM BERGA SERIES

.com_
Buchenwald liberator, American hero dies
at 83
●

Story Highlights

●

James Hoyt, three other U.S. soldiers were the first to discover Buchenwald

●

Hoyt was just 19 at the time: "I saw hearts that had been taken from live people"

●

Hoyt had rarely spoken about what he saw; lived quiet life after war

●

Hoyt suffered from post-traumatic stress:"Seeing these things, it changes you"

By Wayne Drash
CNN Senior Producer

(CNN)~ James Hoyt delivered mail in rural Iowa for more than 30 years. Yet Hoyt had long kept a secret from
most of those who knew him best: He was one of the four U.S. soldiers to first see Germany’s Buchenwald
concentration camp.
Hoyt died August 11 at his home in Oxford, Iowa, a town of about 700 people where he had lived his entire life.
He was 83.
His funeral was at St. Mary's Catholic Church in Oxford, with about 100 people in attendance. The Rev. Edmond
Dunn officiated and recalled time he spent with Hoyt and his wife.
"I used to go over to have lunch with Doris and Jim, and I would sit across from Jim at the kitchen table and
think,'Before me is a true American hero,'" he said.
Hoyt had rarely spoken about that day in 1945, but he recently opened up to a journalist.
"There were thousands of bodies piled high. I saw hearts that had been taken from live people in medical
experiments," Hoyt told author Stephen Bloom in a soon-to-be-published book called "The Oxford Project."
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"They said a wife of one of the SS officers -- they called her the Bitch of Buchenwald -saw a tattoo she liked on
the arm of a prisoner, and had the skin made into a lampshade. I saw that." ^See the horrors of Buchenwald »
Pete Geren, the secretary of the U.S. Army, said the sacrifice Hoyt made for his country so many years ago
should never be forgotten.
"It's important that we don't allow ourselves to lose him," Geren told CNN by phone. "It's the memory of heroes
like James Hoyt and the memories of what they've done that we must ensure that we keep alive and share with
the current generation and future generations.
"Mr. Hoyt, as a young man, saw unspeakable horrors when he was one of the soldiers to discover the
Buchenwald concentration camp, and those are experiences as a country and a world we can never forget.
"You think back on a young man 19 years old and to have the experience that he had," Geren said, his voice
dissolving before ever finishing his thought.
The discovery of Buchenwald. on April 11, 1945, began the liberation of more than 21,000 prisoners from one of
the largest Nazi concentration camps of World War II.
The official U.S. military account of the liberation called the camp "a symbol of the chill-blooded cruelty of the
German Nazi state," where thousands of political prisoners were starved and "others were burned, beaten, hung
and shot to death."
"There is reason to believe that the prompt arrival of the 6th Armored Division ... on the scene saved many
hundreds and perhaps thousands of lives," it said.
As a private first class in the U.S. Army, Hoyt was just 19 when he and his three comrades - Capt. Frederic
Keffer, Tech. Sgt. Herbert Gottschalk and Sgt. Harry Ward -found Buchenwald in a well-hidden wooded area of
eastern Germany. ^ See U.S. military documents detailing the liberation »
Hoyt was driving their M8 armored vehicle.
According to military records, Keffer was the officer in command of the six-wheeled armored vehicle that day.
The soldiers were part of the Army’s 6th Armored Division near the camp when about 15 SS troopers were
captured. It was mid-afternoon.
"At the same time, a group of Russians just escaped from the concentration camp, burst out of the woods
attempting to attack the SS men. The Russians were restrained and interrogated," Maj. Gen. R.W. Grow, the
American commander of the 6th Armored Division, wrote in a 1975 letter about the Buchenwald liberation.
Keffer was ordered to take his three comrades and two of the Russian prisoners "as guides to investigate, report
and rejoin as rapidly as possible."
"I took this side journey of about 3 km away from our main force because we kept encountering SS guards and
prison inmates, and the latter told us of the large camp to the south," Keffer wrote in a letter around the 30th
anniversary of the liberation.
"We had been told by our intelligence that we might overrun a large prison camp, but we - or at least I - had no
B-26
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idea of either the gigantic size of the camp or of the full extent of the incredible brutality.'
Keffer and Gottschalk, who spoke German, entered the camp through a hole in an electric barbed wire fence.
Hoyt and Ward initially stayed at the vehicle.
"We were tumultuously greeted by what I was told were 21,000 men, and what an incredible greeting that was,"
Keffer wrote. "I was picked up by arms and legs, thrown into the air, caught, thrown again, caught, thrown, etc.,
until I had to stop it. I was getting dizzy.
"How the men found such a surge of strength in their emaciated condition was one of those bodily wonders in
which the spirit sometimes overcomes all weaknesses of the flesh. My, but it was a great day!"
Keffer said the prisoners, through an underground system, had already taken control of the camp. The four
soldiers notified division command to get medical help and food to the prisoners as soon as possible.
The 6th Armored Division newspaper "Armored Attacker” ran a headline on May 5,1945:"Four 9th AIB Doughs
Find Buchenwald." The article described the discovery as "the worst concentration camp yet to be uncovered by
west wall troops."
Hoyt, a Bronze Star recipient and veteran of the Battle of the Bulge, was the last of the four original liberators to
die.
Born May 16, 1925, to a railroad worker and a schoolteacher, James Francis Hoyt Sr. returned to his Iowa
hometown after the war and largely kept quiet about the atrocities he saw. He and Doris married in 1949 and had
six children. "She's the love of my life," he said.
He met Bloom, a journalism professor at the University of Iowa, in recent years and began telling him his story.
Even 63 years after the liberation, Hoyt suffered from post-traumatic stress disorder and attended a weekly
group therapy session at a Veterans Affairs facility.
"Seeing these things, it changes you. I was a kid," he said."Des Moines had been the furthest I'd ever been from
home. I still have horrific dreams. Usually someone needs help and I can't help them. I'm in a situation where I'm
trapped and I can't get out."
Hoyt was invited to attend the 50th anniversary of the liberation, but he declined. "I didn't want to bring back
those memories."
"Thinking back, I would have pushed to be a psychologist - if for no other reason than to understand myself
better."
The military documents detailing Hoyt's involvement in the Buchenwald liberation were discovered in a box in an
archive at the The Center for Military History this week after a CNN query.
It was fitting for the humble Iowan. Hoyt listed his greatest achievement not as a Buchenwald liberator, but as
spelling bee champ of Johnson County in 1939, when he was in eighth grade. "I still remember the word I spelled
correctly: 'archive,'" he said.
The story of James Hoyt - mail carrier, spelling bee champ and American hero -- has now been archived for
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history. Sacrifices like his were something his commander once said future generations should never forget.
"Memories of evil get erased, for life must go on, and new generations cannot be locked in the past. But they
would do well to remember the past," Keffer wrote.
At Hoyt’s graveside Thursday, a 12-veteran color guard gave him a traditional 21-gun salute. Hoyt's casket was
draped with the American flag, and that flag was folded, as is tradition, 12 times.
Retired Gen. Robert Sentman gave the flag to Doris Hoyt. Sentman had earlier told mourners about the
Buchenwald liberation.
"When the prisoners saw Jim, they picked him up and threw him in the air, that's how happy they were after
seeing such horrors. Prisoners had been hung from hooks to die. He saw a lampshade made from a prisoner's
tattoo. Jim carried those horrors with him forever. He never got what he had seen out of his mind. If you ever
wondered about Jim, think about what he saw."
'When you were discharged, no one really gave a hoot about you. It was difficult for a compassionate person like
Jim to forget what he saw. He was a hero."
All AboutThe Holocaust ° United States Holocaust Memorial Museum « Nazi Party

Find this article at:
http://www.cnn.eom/2008/US/08/14/buchenwald.liberator/index.html?iref=allsearch
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WWII vet held in Nazi slave camp breaks
silence:'Let it be known'
story Highlights
World War II vet held in slave camp witnessed Nazi atrocities first-hand
Anthony Acevedo, 84, was one of 350 U.S. soldiers held at Buchenwald subcamp
Only about 165 survived captivity and their subsequent death march, he says
Survivors signed documents never to speak; Acevedo says now people "must know"
By Wayne Drash. Thelma Gutierrez and Sara Weisfeldt
CNN

LOMA LINDA, California (CNN)- Anthony Acevedo thumbs through the worn, yellowed pages of his diary
emblazoned with the words "A Wartime Log" on its cover. It's a catalog of deaths and atrocities he says were
carried out on U.S. soldiers held by Nazis at a slave labor camp during World War II - a largely forgotten legacy
of the war.
Acevedo pauses when he comes across a soldier with the last name of Vogel.
"He died in my arms. He wouldn't eat. He didn't want to eat," says Acevedo, now 84 years old."He said, 'I want
to die! I want to die! I want to die!'"
The memories are still fresh, some 60 years later. Acevedo keeps reading his entries, scrawled on the pages
with a Sheaffer fountain pen he held dear. A See inside Acevedo’s diary »
He was one of 350 U.S. soldiers held at Berga an der Elster, a satellite camp of the Nazis' notorious Buchenwald
concentration camp. The soldiers, working 12-hour days, were used by the German army to dig tunnels and hide
equipment in the final weeks of the war. Less than half of the soldiers survived their captivity and a subsequent
death march, he says.
Acevedo shows few emotions as he scans the pages of his diary. But when he gets to one of his final entries, the
decades of pent-up pain, the horror witnessed by a 20-year-old medic, are too much.
'We were liberated today, April the 23, 1945," he reads.
His body shakes, and he begins sobbing."Sorry," he says, tears rolling down his face. "I'm sorry.'
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-Watch

Acevedo’s emotional account ot being freed »

Acevedo's story is one that was never supposed to be told."We had to sign an affidavit...[saying] we never
went through what we went through. We weren't supposed to say a word," he says.
The U.S. Army Center of Military History provided CNN a copy of the document signed by soldiers at the camp
before they were sent back home."You must be particularly on your guard with persons representing the press,"
it says."You must give no account of your experience in books, newspapers, periodicals, or in broadcasts or in
lectures."
The document ends with: "I understand that disclosure to anyone else will make me liable to disciplinary action.'
" Watch diary of a POW at slave camp »

The information was kept secret "to protect escape and evasion techniques and the names of personnel who
helped POW escapees," said Frank Shirer, the chief archivist at the U.S. Army Center for Military History.
Acevedo sees it differently. For a soldier who survived one of the worst atrocities of mankind, the military's
reaction is still painful to accept."My stomach turned to acid, and the government didn't care. They didn't give a
hullabaloo."
It took more than 50 years, he says, before he received 100 percent disability benefits from the U.S. Department
of Veterans Affairs.
Despite everything Acevedo endured during the war, little had prepared him for his own father's attitude toward
his capture."My dad told me I was a coward." he says.
"I turned around and got my duffel bag, my luggage, and said. This is it. Father. I'm not coming back.' So I took
the train the following day, and I didn't see my parents for years, because I didn't want to see them. I felt
belittled."
For decades, Acevedo followed the mies and kept his mouth shut. His four children didn't know the extent of his
war experience. He says he felt stymied because of the document he signed."You never gave it a thought
because of that paper."
Now, he says it's too important to be forgotten. In recent years, he's attended local high schools to tell his story to
today's generation.
Let it be known," he says."People have to know what happened.'
Born July 31, 1924, in San Bernardino, California, Anthony C. Acevedo is what is known in today's parlance as a
"citizen child" - one who was born in the United States to parents from Mexico. iReport: Tell us your war stories
A Mexican-American, he was schooled in Pasadena, California, but couldn’t attend the same classes as his
white peers."We couldn’t mix with white people." he says. Both of his parents were deported to Mexico in 1937,
and he went with them.
Acevedo returned to the States when he was 17, he says, because he wanted to enlist in the U.S. Army. He
received medical training in Illinois before being sent to the European theater.
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A corporal, he served as a medic for the 275th Infantry Regiment of the 70th Infantry Division. Acevedo was
captured at the Battle of the Bulge after days of brutal firefights with Nazis who sumounded them. He recalls
seeing another medic, Murray Pruzan, being gunned down.
"When I saw him stretched out there in the snow,frozen," Acevedo says, shaking his head."God, that's the only
time I cried when I saw him. He was stretched out, just massacred by a machine gun with his Red Cross band."
He pauses."You see all of them dying out there in the fields. You have to build a thick wall."
Acevedo was initially taken to a prison camp known as Stalag IX-B in Bad Orb, Germany, where thousands of
American, French, Italian and Russian soldiers were held as prisoners of war. Acevedo's diary entry reads
simply:"Was captured the 6th of January 1945."
For the next several months, he would be known by the Germans only as Prisoner Number 27016. One day
while in Stalag IX-B, he says, a German commander gathered American soldiers and asked all Jews "to take one
step forward." Few willingly did so. ” Watch Acevedo describe being selected as an "undesirable"»
Jewish soldiers wearing Star of David necklaces began yanking them off, he says. About 90 Jewish soldiers and
another 260 U.S. soldiers deemed "undesirables"- those who "looked like Jews" -- were selected. Acevedo,
who is not Jewish, was among them.
They were told they were being sent to "a beautiful camp" with a theater and live shows.
"It turned out to be the opposite," he says."They put us on a train, and we traveled six days and six nights. It was
a boxcar that would fit heads of cattle. They had us 80 to a boxcar. You couldn't squat. And there was little tiny
windows that you could barely see through."
It was February 8, 1945, when they arrived. The new camp was known as Berga an der Elster, a subcamp of
Buchenwald, the Nazi concentration camp where tens of thousands of Jews and other political prisoners were
killed under Adolf Hitler's regime.

See the horrors of Buchenwald »

Acevedo says he was one of six medics among the 350 U.S. soldiers at Berga. Political prisoners from other
countries were held at Berga separate from the Americans."We didn't mingle with them at all," he says, adding
that the U.S. soldiers worked in the same tunnels as the other political prisoners.
"We were all just thin as a rail.'
The U.S. prisoners, Acevedo says, were given 100 grams of bread per week made of redwood sawdust, ground
glass and barley. Soup was made from cats and rats, he says. Eating dandelion leaves was considered a
"gourmet meal."
If soldiers tried to escape, they would be shot and killed. If they were captured alive, they would be executed with
gunshots to their foreheads, Acevedo says. Wooden bullets, he says, were used to shatter the inside of their
brains. Medics were always asked to fill the execution holes with wax, he says.
"Prisoners were being murdered and tortured by the Nazis. Many of our men died, and I tried keeping track of
who they were and how they died."
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The soldiers were forced to sleep naked, two to a bunk, with no blankets. As the days and weeks progressed, his
diary catalogs it all. The names, prisoner numbers and causes of death are listed by the dozens in his diary. He
felt it was his duty as a medic to keep track of everyone.
"I’m glad I did it," he says.
As a medic, he says, he heard of other more horrific atrocities committed by the Nazis at camps around them.
"We heard about experiments that they were doing - peeling the skins of people, humans, political prisoners,
making lampshades." " Watch Acevedo talk about Nazi atrocities »
He and the other soldiers were once taken to what Acevedo believes was the main camp of Buchenwald, about
30 miles(48 kilometers)from Berga. They noticed large pipes coming from one building.
"We thought we were going to be gassed when we were told to take our clothes off," he says."We were scared.
We were stripped."
"Rumors were around that this was where the political prisoners would be suffocated with gas." It turned out to
be a shower, the only time during their captivity they were allowed to bathe.
The main Buchenwald camp was officially liberated on April 11, 1945. But the camp and its subcamps were
emptied of tens of thousands of prisoners as American troops neared. The U.S. troops held at the Berga
compound were no exception.
"Very definite that we are moving away from here and on foot. This isn't very good for our sick men. No drinking
water and no latrines," Acevedo wrote in his diary on April 4,1945.
He says they began a death march of 217 miles(349 kilometers)that would last three weeks. More than 300
U.S. soldiers were alive at the start of the march, he says; about 165 were left by the end, when they were finally
liberated.
Lines of political prisoners in front of them during the march caught the full brunt of angry Nazi soldiers.
"We saw massacres of people being slaughtered off the highway. Women, children," he says."You could see
people of all ages, hanging on barbed wire."
One of his diary entries exemplifies an extraordinary patriotism among soldiers, even as they were being
marched to their deaths."Bad news for us. President Roosevelt's death. We all felt bad about it. We held a
prayer service for the repose of his soul." Acevedo wrote on April 13, 1945.
It adds,"Burdeski died today.'
To this day, Acevedo still remembers that soldier. He wanted to perform a tracheotomy using his diary pen to
save Burdeski, a 41-year-old father of six children. A German commander stmck Acevedo in the jaw with a rifle
when he asked.
Til never forget," he says.
On a recent day, about a dozen prisoners of war held during World War II and their liberators gathered at the
Jerry L. Pettis Memorial Veterans Medical Center in Loma Linda, California. Many applauded Acevedo for his
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heroics.
"Those of us in combat have our own heroes, and those are the medics. And that's Antonio. Thank you,
Antonio," one of the men said.
The men gathered there nodded their heads. Two stood to shake Acevedo's hand.
The people that are in this room really are an endangered species," another man said."When they're gone,
they're gone. ... That is why they should be honored and put in history for generations to come, because there
are not that many of them left."
Donald George sat next to Acevedo. The two were captured about a half-mile apart during the Battle of the
Bulge. "It's hard to explain how it is to be sitting with a bunch of people that you know they've been through the
same thing you've been through," George said.
"Some of us want to talk about it, and some of us don't. Some of us want to cry about it once in a while, and
some of us won't. But it's all there," he said.
"We still like to come and be together a couple times a month," George added, before Acevedo finished his
sentence;"To exchange what you are holding back inside."
Acevedo says the world must never forget the atrocities of World War II and that for killing 6 million Jews, Hitler
was the worst terrorist of all time. He doesn't want the world to ever slide backward.
His message on this Veterans Day, he says, is never to hold animosity toward anybody.
"You only live once. Let's keep trucking. If we don't do that, who's going to do it for us? We have to be happy.
Why hate?" he says."The world is full of hate, and yet they don't know what they want."
LNt; s T’Ci:.^ T
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After 63 years, vet learns of brother's
death in Nazi slave camp
●

story Highlights

●

U.S. soldier, Bernard "Jack" Vogel, died at a Nazi slave camp in April 1945

●

His younger brother, Martin, had long sought details about his final moments

●

With CNN's help, Martin was put in touch with the medic who held his brother

●

The U.S. Army has never officially recognized the 350 soldiers held at the slave camp

By Wayne Drash
CNN.com Senior Producer

ATLANTA, Georgia (CNN) — For 63 years, Martin Vogel longed for information about how his only brother ~ his
best friend and a fellow U.S. soldier -- died in World War II.
He knew that Bernard "Jack" Vogel had tried to escape from a Nazi prisoner-of-war camp, but the details were
sketchy. Martin was so devastated after the war, he didn't ask too many questions. But as time passed, his
thoughts often drifted to his brother.
"A month doesn't go by that it doesn't come up in the course of my own thoughts," said Martin Vogel, now 82.
"But to me, it's always there: What if this? Why didn't he do this? And what happened to him? And that's what
bothered me."
The Boston resident read an article last week on CNN.com about Anthony Acevedo, a World War II medic who
was among 350 U.S. soldiers held in a Nazi slave camp called Berga an der Elster, where dozens of soldiers
were beaten, starved and killed. Less than half survived captivity, according to Acevedo.
In the piece, Acevedo mentioned a soldier by the name of Vogel who died in his arms. .^ Listen as Acevedo tells
Martin Vogel: "I had him in my arms" »

For the first time in his life, Martin Vogel was about to learn the truth about his brother's death. By week's end. he
would also learn about his uncle's undying love for his brother - and what he believes is the ultimate betrayal by
the country his brother died for, the United States of America.
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'You don’t know how much this means," Martin Vogel said between sobs."You don't know how much this
means.
Born February 9. 1924, in Brooklyn, New York, Bernard Vogel was in his sophomore year at Brooklyn College
when he was drafted for war in 1944. He amved in the European Theater in September as a private first class in
the 106th Infantry Division. He was captured by the Nazis in December of that year and first sent to a ROW camp
known as Stalag IX-B in Bad Orb, Germany.
From there, the Nazis separated 350 U.S. soldiers for being Jewish or "looking like Jews" and sent them to the
slave camp around February 8, 1945. To this day, the U.S. Army has never officially recognized its soldiers were
held as slaves inside Germany. Survivors of the camp signed documents to never speak about their captivity.
" Watch diary of a POW at slave camp »

CNN put Martin Vogel in touch with Acevedo and another camp survivor, Myron Swack. Both men were able to
provide details he so desperately longed for - although the tmth was often difficult to hear.
Bernard Vogel had tried to escape from the camp in early April with another soldier, Isadore "Izzy" Cohen of
California. Their escape came as a surprise to the other soldiers ~ neither knew German, and typically word got
around if a soldier was going to make a run for it, Swack said.
'They actually escaped. They took off across a field. I didn't know they were planning to do it," Swack said.
The Germans captured both men and were intent to set an example. They knew the war was rapidly coming to
an end, and they weren't about to let two soldiers get away with trying to escape.
Vogel and Cohen, both Jewish, were forced to stand in front of the barracks at Berga, with no food or water. The
two American soldiers -- who had already lost about half their body weight - stood day and night, for at least two
days, before they crumpled to the ground.
"They had to stand out in front of the barracks, and we were told if anybody tried to help them, they would be
killed," Swack told Martin Vogel via phone in a conference call set up by CNN."They stood there until they
collapsed, Izzy Cohen and Bernard, both."
"It must've been at least two or three days. And they weren't that strong to start off with. When they took off, I
don't know what they had with them. I was kinda surprised, because I knew Bernard and I knew Izzy pretty well.
And they never mentioned the fact they were even thinking about it."
At times, Martin Vogel wept during the phone conversation with Swack. "It was such a tremendous blow to me,'
he said.
'Yes, it was," Swack said. "I promised Izzy Cohen that I would write a letter to his wife, which I did.'
By the time Bernard Vogel came into the care of Acevedo, he was near death. J^Usten to phone conversation
between Acevedo and Martin Vogel »

"I was holding him," Acevedo told Martin Vogel in a separate call."We were in the barracks on one of the bunks,
lower bunk. And I had him in my arms. I had some food that I wanted to feed him. And he didn't want to answer.
He didn't want to say nothing -- but just go. He didn't feel like he was gonna make it. He felt like he was dying. He
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said, 'I want to die, I want to die.' ”
'Oh, my," Vogel said softly.
"I wanted to feed him, to make him eat. And he wouldn't eat at all. He was very weak.... When he died, he went
into a zone, a sleep, very slowly because he couldn't make it anymore.'

A/Vatch Acevedo describe providing closure

to a family after 63 years »

It was April 9, 1945, agonizingly close to the end of the war in Europe.
At that very time Martin Vogel was guarding a German prisoner-of-war camp inside Germany, under the
mandates of international law. Martin Vogel, then 17, had volunteered for service, because he wanted to be like
his older brother."We did everything together," he said.
How does it feel after six decades to learn his brother had died in the arms of a fellow soldier?
"I have been so emotional today finding it out." Vogel said. "It just brought back all these old memories. I
remember my brother so well. He and I got along so well; we were only a year and a half apart. And all of a
sudden, a whole past has come up in the present, and it's a very emotional situation right now."
But the story doesn't end here.
It picks up with Charles Vogel, the uncle of Bernard and Marlin. A veteran of World War I, Charles Vogel was a
dogged and powerful attorney who was devastated by the loss of his nephew. At the time, he was the lead
attorney for Adams Hats, with a Manhattan office at 1440 Broadway.
Working pro bono, Charles Vogel contacted more than 100 survivors of the Nazi slave camp after the war and
built a case against the two Berga commanders: Erwin Metz and his superior, Hauptmann Ludwig Merz. He
turned over his findings to the U.S. War Department, and the material was used against Metz and Merz in a war
crimes trial in Germany. Not a single Berga survivor was allowed to testify at the trial.
Metz and Merz were both sentenced to die by hanging.
But on June 11, 1948, Charles Vogel received devastating news from the U.S. War Department. .j5.Read the entire
document and Charles Vogel’s response »

"The sentence of Metz was reduced to life imprisonment and that of Merz to a term of five years. Because of the
voluminousness of the record it is not possible to set forth in detail reasons for the reduction of the sentences,"
wrote Col. Edward H. Young, the chief of the War Crimes Branch, Civil Affairs Division, in a one-page letter.
One week later, Charles Vogel fired off a terse, four-page response, expressing outrage and urging the
government to try the men again, this time allowing Berga survivors to testify about what they endured.
'The information contained in your letter of 11 June 1948 is a surprise and shock," Charles Vogel wrote.
He spent the next few months gathering signatures of dozens of "survivors of this horror and by the next-of-kin of
the G.l. dead."
Charles Vogel went straight to the top of the U.S. government, pleading in a petition to President Harry Truman,
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Secretary of State George Marshall and Defense Secretary James Forrestal to act against "these monsters."
"The civilian prisoners received treatment on a par with that at Buchenwald and Dachau [Nazi concentration
camps]. This in itself is sufficient cause for Merz and Metz to hang. The added crime that American G.I.s were
treated so inhumanly magnifies their guilt. Merz and Metz were tried by the War Crimes Court and sentenced to
hang," Charles Vogel said in his petition.

See horrors of Buchenwald »

"We urge that you use your full powers to procure at least a RETRIAL to which American G.l. survivors can be
sent to testify, if direct reversal of the commutation of their sentences cannot be obtained, so that these two
barbaric murderers can receive the full justice they merit by American standards."
It's not clear if Truman ever responded, but the justice that Charles Vogel hoped for would never come. Metz had
his sentence reduced again, and by the early- to mid-1950s, both men were free.
The news couldn’t have sat well with Laura M. Ryan, the mother of Pfc. Harold C. Kelly of New York. She had
written Charles Vogel on July 12, 1946, telling him that her beloved boy died a horrible death at Berga, a
subcamp of Buchenwald where thousands of Jews and other political prisoners were killed.
"Hoping the Beasts that caused these poor boys [to suffer] will receive their proper deserts - as a quick death, I
think, is too good for them. They should be starved and beaten the same way until they are dead," Ryan wrote.
Today, Martin Vogel explains he never knew the full details of the work by "Uncle Charlie," as he calls him. He
had only known that his uncle fought a legal battle for his brother and formed a group called "Berga Survivors."
"He was sort of secretive about what he had done," he said, adding,"In those days, right after this happened, 1
really was in no mood to talk about that."
After speaking with CNN as well as Acevedo and Swack, Martin Vogel began thinking more about his uncle. He
found, buried in a closet in his house, dozens of original documents that his uncle kept- letters from the War
Department, the petition to Truman and documents from Berga survivors.
It turns out that one of the first U.S. soldiers to provide Charles Vogel with the name of the German commander
at Berga was Anthony Acevedo.
"The Commander of our prison camp was a well known man in Berga. His name is Metz(Sgt. Metz)," Acevedo
wrote August 21, 1946. Acevedo had also provided the U.S. War Department with the commander's name.
Six decades later, the name of Metz brings a long pause to those who survived.
"He actually murdered several GIs - no question about it," Swack said."He killed a friend of mine, named
Morton Goldstein. Goldstein actually escaped. He spoke fluent German, and they brought him back. ... There
was a bullet hole in his head. He was shot to pieces. They threw his body in front of the barracks to set an
example.
'They were real butchers. They were the real bastards of the world.'
In December last year, U.S. Reps. Joe Baca, D-California, and Spencer Bachus, R-Alabama, drafted legislation
to finally recognize the Berga soldiers, "honoring the heroic service and sacrifice of the 350 American soldiers
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detained at the Nazi camp."
"Congressional recognition of these brave soldiers is long overdue," Bachus said in a written statement. Their
story is an integral part of the history of World War II, and their conduct under the most extreme and trying
conditions is an enormous credit to themselves and their country."
The bill is yet to pass. Linda Macias, a spokeswoman for Baca, says,"we will continue to push on the Berga
resolution."
"I think it would validate our service," said Norman Fellman, another Berga survivor. "There's a certain amount of
pain involved when the country you serve fails to acknowledge the conditions under which you were kept."
CO 'Uit'aieol lo this; report.
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Lawmakers to Army chief: Honor soldiers
held as slaves by Nazis
story Highlights
350 U.S. soldiers were held as slaves at camp in Germany during World War II
CNN recently reported on the captivity of one soldier held at Berga an der Elster
Congressmen urge Army secretary to honor the "sacrifices made by those detained'
"As proud Americans, we wish to recognize and honor them for their service"

By Wayne Drash
CNN.com Senior Producer
(CNN) — Two U.S. lawmakers have urged U.S. Army Secretary Peter Geren to recognize 350 American soldiers
held as slaves by Nazi Germany during World War II, saying "these heroes have not received the recognition
and honor they deserve."
"As Anthony Acevedo, one of the soldiers chosen, recently described to CNN,the Nazis picked those soldiers
who looked Jewish, had a Jewish name or were considered 'undesirable,'" Reps. Joe Baca, D-Califomia, and
Spencer Bachus, R-Alabama, said in a letter sent to Geren last week.
"The trials and sacrifices made by those detained have largely gone unrecognized even to this day. As proud
Americans, we wish to recognize and honor them for their service."
Both congressmen have pushed for a congressional resolution to honor the 350 soldiers held at Berga an der
Elster, a subcamp of Buchenwald where dozens of American soldiers were beaten, starved and killed. Baca and
Bachus say they will continue to fight for the resolution.

Listen as Acevedo tells brother of victim: "I had him in my arms"

Army spokesman Paul Boyce told CNN that the Army is in the process of responding to the congressional letter.
"The U.S. Army has recognized hundreds of thousands of veterans of World War II and has expressed interest in
this group's history to see what could be done," he said.
Anthony Acevedo was a 20-year-o\d medic when he was sent to Berga with the other soldiers in February 1945.
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Acevedo kept a diary that details the day-to-day events inside the camp and lists the names and prisoner
numbers of men as they died or were executed. A open up the pages of Acevedo's diary »
The soldiers were put on a forced death march in April 1945 as American troops neared. For much of that march,
Acevedo pushed a wooden cart with emaciated men inside. Many of them died.
"More of our men died, so fast that you couldn't keep track of their numbers," Acevedo wrote on April 19,1945,
four days before he was liberated by advancing U.S. troops.
Asked what it would mean if the U.S. Army officially recognized the soldiers of Berga six decades later, Acevedo,
now 84, wept.
This is for all the fellas," he said.
Norman Fellman, another Berga survivor, was one of the men on the wooden cart pushed by Acevedo so many
years ago. He said that wounded men and corpses were stacked on top of him - and that he believed he could
survive just one more day when he was liberated on April 23, 1945.
"There's a certain amount of pain involved when the country you serve fails to acknowledge the conditions under
which you were kept," Fellman told CNN.
There are only 12 known Berga survivors still living.
It is difficult to ascertain exactly how many of the 350 U.S. soldiers died in captivity and on the subsequent death
march. CNN has cross-checked a list of the names of 70 dead soldiers provided to the U.S. War Department
after the war with the names of the dead listed in Acevedo's diary.

%atch as a soldier’s diary sheds light on atrocities »

It appears the death toll was well over 100, roughly one in three soldiers. Acevedo says that more than 300 U.S.
soldiers were alive at the start of the march, and that about 165 were left by the end. He says he was unable to
keep track of the dead in the final days because soldiers were dying too fast.
"At Berga, captured soldiers were forced to endure inhumane conditions and suffer from the Nazi policy of
physical destruction through labor," Baca and Bachus said in their letter to Geren."Over 100 American soldiers
either died at Berga or on the death march from the camp ~ the highest number of American fatalities at any
German camp."
The two Berga commanders — Erwin Metz and his superior, Hauptmann Ludwig Merz - were tried for war crimes
and initially sentenced to die by hanging. But the U.S. government commuted their death sentences in 1948, and
both men were eventually set free in the 1950s.
U.S. soldiers who survived captivity were interviewed by the U.S. Military Intelligence Sen/ice in Europe after
they were liberated. Before they were sent home, they signed a document that instructed them to never speak
about their captivity.
"Some activities of American prisoners of war within German prison camps must remain secret not only for the
duration of the war against the present enemies of the United States but in peace-time as well," the document
says.
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"The interests of American prisoners of war in the event of future wars, moreover, demand that the secrets of this
war be vigorously safeguarded."
When Acevedo finally returned home, little had prepared him for his own father’s reaction."My dad told me I was
a coward," he said.
Baca and Bachus said men like Acevedo deserve the respect of the nation:"We are writing to you to encourage
the Department of the Army to acknowledge the heroism and sacrifice of those soldiers held captive at Berga in
a manner appropriate for their service. It would be an honor well-deserved for the remaining survivors and the
many colleagues that have gone before them."

Editor's note: To support the congressmen's effort, Spencer Bachus has asked for faxes to his Washington office
at 202-225-2082, or send letters to Congressman Spencer Bachus, 2246 Rayburn Building, Washington, D.C.,
20515.
All AboutThe Holocaust» United States Holocaust Memorial Museum» Nazi Party
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Army to honor soldiers enslaved by Nazis
story Highlights
Surviving soldiers happy that recognition will finally come
Army’s decision comes at urging of two congressmen
Soldiers signed secrecy document before returning to the U.S.
U.S. soldiers were starved, beaten, killed at Nazi camp

By Wayne Drash
CNN.com Senior Producer

BOSTON, Massachusetts(CNN)-- The U.S. Army says it will honor the "heroism and sacrifice" of 350 U.S.
soldiers who were held as slaves by Nazi Germany during World War II.
The decision by the Army effectively reverses decades of silence about what the soldiers endured in the final
months of the war in 1945 at Berga an der Elster, a subcamp of Buchenwald where soldiers were beaten,
starved, killed and forced to work in tunnels to hide German equipment.
More than 100 U.S. soldiers died in the camp or on a forced death march. Before they were sent back to the
United States, survivors signed a secrecy document with the U.S. government to never speak about their
captivity.
"The interests of American prisoners of war in the event of future wars, moreover, demand that the secrets of this
war be vigorously safeguarded," the document says.
CNN last month reported the story of Anthony Acevedo, who was a 20-year-old medic when he was sent to
Berga with the other soldiers. Acevedo kept a diary that details the day-to-day events inside the camp and lists
names and prisoner numbers of men as they died or were executed.

inside Acevedo's diary»

That story prompted a chain of events, including hundreds ofCNN.com users urging their congressional leaders
to honor the soldiers of Berga. Two congressmen. Reps. Joe Baca, D-California, and Spencer Bachus, RAlabama, wrote U.S. Army Secretary Peter Geren and asked him to recognize the 350 soldiers.
The Army recently responded to the two congressmen, saying it is working "to determine an appropriate way to
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honor the heroism and sacrifice of these soldiers. We expect this review to be complete by March 6,2009."
After learning of the Army's decision, Baca said in a press release, The courage and perseverance they
demonstrated in enduring such inhumane conditions is awe inspiring, and I am pleased the Army has opened a
more extensive investigation into honoring these men."
For the dozen of Berga survivors who are still living, the news came as a shock. Many had long ago given up
hope that their country would ever recognize them for what they endured.
"It’s amazing," said Morty Brooks, now 83, when informed of the Army plans. "It's a recognition that's many years
past due. No particular notice was ever given to us by the government, and it should be part of the military's
annals."
Acevedo, now 84, noted the ages of the remaining survivors

all of whom are in their 80s. Some are in failing

health. He said he hopes the Army can reach its decision before March, because of the possibility some could
die before then.
"If they can do it a lot sooner, we would appreciate it much," he said. "I thank God I'm still able to communicate
and express myself with dignity, and I'm hoping the other fellas are able to communicate also.
"I've always been proud to be a U.S. soldier. It did me some good, with God's help and faith. I'll pray for
everybody, all my other fellas."
He said the 350 soldiers are heroes who "exposed our lives for our country,for democracy and freedom of
speech." The soldiers, all of them survivors of the Battle of the Bulge, had originally been sent to a POW camp
known as Stalag IX-B in Bad Orb, Germany. From there, the Nazis separated the 350 soldiers based on being
Jewish or "looking like Jews" and sent them to the slave camp around February 8,1945.-%atch Acevedo describe
treatment in the camp »

In Boston, Martin Vogel sits quietly in his home. His brother, Bernard "Jack" Vogel, died in Acevedo's arms at the
age of 19 in April 1945. Bernard Vogel had tried to escape from Berga with another soldier named Izzy Cohen.
Both were captured and forced to stand in their underwear outside the barracks for at least two days until they
collapsed.
The last words Bernard Vogel ever uttered were "I want to die, I want to die. A.-Listen as Acevedo tells brother of
victim; "I held him in my arms" »

Martin Vogel, 82, said that "since learning of my brother’s death in 1945, a week has not passed that 1 don’t think
of his untimely death. Many questions had gone unanswered during this time."
After talking with CNN.com and the few remaining survivors, he said,"My thoughts have come into a clearer
focus. I have learned of the last few days of [Bernard's] life and what horrendous event took place prior to death.
This has at least crystallized the uncertainty of his death and brought a close to this chapter."
Vogel still gets emotional talking about his brother's death. He wrote his thoughts so he wouldn't cry talking about
it.
He continued, writing that questions remain on many issues, including the fate of his brother's captors and "the
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unwillingness of the Army to publicly document the capture and imprisonment of these soldiers. ... The least is I
now know Jack died with friends near him, giving him comfort in his last moments."
The two Berga commanders ~ Erwin Metz and his superior, Hauptmann Ludwig Merz- were tried for war crimes
and initially sentenced to die by hanging. But the U.S. government commuted their death sentences in 1948, and
both men were eventually set free in the 1950s.
Charles Vogel, the uncle of Bernard and Martin, was outraged at the decision. At the time a powerful Manhattan
attorney, he petitioned President Harry Truman, Secretary of State George Marshall and Defense Secretary
James Forrestal to overturn the commutation.
Charles Vogel also helped form a group called "Berga Survivors" after the war in which some of the slave camp
soldiers would meet to discuss the best way to pressure the government to honor them and allow them to testify
against Metz and Merz.
In a bulletin from one of their meetings in early 1949, the "Berga Survivors" appeared optimistic the government
would act. "Your cooperation now is doubly important, for things are beginning to break our way," the bulletin
says."A little enthusiasm, a little more cooperation, a little more action will accomplish a great, great deal now."
It adds,"You can aid in the campaign to get Washington to procure full justice for us."
More than six decades later, it appears the work of the original "Berga Survivors" group was not in vain. Most
have since died, but the few who remain alive say they will never let their fellow soldiers be forgotten.
"It’s finally gotten to a point where the Army is coming to their senses after they had ignored us in the past,"
Acevedo said."Why the silence all these years? It's time to recognize all these soldiers who sacrificed their
lives."
CNN.com has located 14 Berga soldiers who are alive and will keep working to find if any others are still living.
All AboutUnited States Holocaust Memorial Museum The Holocaust <■ Nazi Party

Find this article at:
http://www.cnn.eom/2008/US/12/23/slave.camp.honor/index.html?iref=allsearch
© 2008 Cable News Network
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New photo: Nazis dig up mass grave of
U.S. soldiers
story Highlights
New photo surfaces of Nazi slave labor camp where U.S. soldiers held during WWII
Photo donated to U.S. Holocaust museum by family of U.S. war crimes photographer
"People have to see these. This is something that's history," Jim Martin says
Today marks the anniversary of the liberation of the soldiers held at the camp

By Wayne Drash
CNN
ATLANTA, Georgia (CNN)-- The photograph is a jarring image that shows Nazi Party members, shovels in
hand, digging up graves of American soldiers held as slaves by Nazi Germany during World War II.
While the men dig up the site, U.S. soldiers investigating war crimes stand over them. Two crosses with helmets
placed atop them -- the sign of a fallen soldier -- are visible. Two Germans are knee deep in mud. Another, with a
handlebar mustache, has the look of a defeated man. The bodies of 22 American soldiers were found in at least
seven graves, according to the photographer.
On the back of the photo is written, "Nazi Party members digging up American bodies at Berga.'
Berga an der Elster was a slave labor camp where 350 U.S. soldiers were beaten, starved, and forced to work in
tunnels for the German government. The soldiers were singled out for "looking like Jews" or "sounding like
Jews," or dubbed as undesirables, according to survivors. More than 100 soldiers perished at the camp or on a
forced death march.
It was on this day six decades ago, April 23, 1945, when most of the slave labor camp soldiers were liberated by
advancing U.S. troops. The emaciated soldiers, many weighing just 80 pounds, had been forced by Nazi
commanders to march more than 150 miles before their rescue. ^" ^'Watch survivor break down in tears over liberation »
The new photograph was likely taken in May or June 1945 when U.S. war crimes Investigators combed Berga. It
was donated earlier this month to the U.S. Holocaust Memorial Museum by Jim Martin and his family, whose
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father, Elmore "Bud" Martin, is believed to have snapped the picture as part of the war crimes investigation team.
The photo and dozens of others sat for years in Jim Martin’s closet. Some of the photos, including graphic
images of American corpses, were placed on record at the National Archives years ago. i^See shocking photos of
the slave camp »

But the image of Nazi Party members digging up graves doesn't appear to be part of that collection. Martin said
he was proud to hand over the photos.
"People have to see these. This is something that's history and it belongs with something that's historical to tell
that story. It doesn't belong in my closet."
'To be honest. I'm kind of sorry I haven't done it sooner. We didn't realize what it was.'
Elmore Martin, who won a Silver Star for his valor in capturing images during the war, was 28 when he shot the
photographs. Before the war, he worked as a photographer for the St. Paul Dispatch and Pioneer Press. Martin's
son said his dad, who died several years ago, struggled to keep a job when he returned home. "I now see where
it all started," he said.
What Elmore Martin and the war crimes soldiers seen in the photo couldn't have known that day was how the
case would evolve.
The two Berga commanders -- Erwin Metz and his superior, Hauptmann Ludwig Merz- were tried for war crimes
and initially sentenced to die by hanging. But the U.S. government commuted their death sentences in 1948, and
both men were eventually released in the 1950s. One other Berga commander, Lt. Willy Hack, was executed, but
not by the United States. He died by hanging, justice carried out by the Soviets.
Jim Martin said his father would have been upset at the freeing of the Berga commanders after the atrocities he
documented."He knew it happened and to see that these people were released would be pretty devastating."
Efraim Zuroff, who has spent nearly 30 years hunting Nazis responsible for the Holocaust, said the U.S.
government commuted the sentences and freed hundreds of war criminals like those at Berga after the war, as
the Cold War began to intensify.
"They were more concerned about keeping out Communists than admitting victims of the Nazis," he said."The
realities out there were very conducive of letting these people off the hook."
How should Americans feel six decades later that the government freed the Nazi commanders responsible for
atrocities against U.S. soldiers?
"We’re supposed to feel very pissed off about that, to be perfectly honest, and that feeling is very justified," Zuroff
said.
The German government has since made reparations to the soldiers held at Berga. Zuroff said now it's time for
the U.S. government to do "the right thing."
"To apologize," he said.
The Army said it is trying to figure out the best way to honor the Berga soldiers. There are about 20 known
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survivors still living.
"The U.S. Army honors the service and sacrifice of all veterans who have fought our nation's wars. The Army is
working to identify the most dignified and personal way to honor the soldiers held at the Nazi slave camp, known
as Berga," Army spokesman Lt. Col. Willie Hams said in a written statement.
The Army refused to answer further questions about the Berga case. Austen in as an elderly man learns about his
brother's death at the camp >>

Survivors have long wanted to know why the sentences of the commanders were commuted. In a letter dated
June 11, 1948, to an attorney whose nephew died at Berga, the U.S. War Department said the sentences of
Metz and Merz were commuted because they were "underlings."
The letter goes on to say that Metz "though guilty of a generally cruel course of conduct toward prisoners was not
directly responsible for the death of any prisoners, except one who was killed during the course of an attempt to
escape." That soldier was Morton Goldstein.
Survivors say Goldstein tried to escape but was captured. They say Metz stood him against a wall, walked up to
him and shot him, execution-style, through the head. As his body lay on the ground, guards riddled him with
bullets, according to survivors.
The soldiers who survived were not called to testify at the war crimes trial against Metz and Merz, instead
prosecutors relied on about a dozen soldiers' statements gathered through the course of the investigation. At the
trial, Metz blamed any deaths at the camp on U.S. medics.
"They bore the sole responsibility for the medical care," Metz told the court, according to the book "Given Up for
Dead," by Flint Whitlock, citing trial transcripts. "I ask you: Who must bear the responsibility? The answer is
obvious: The U.S. medics."
Those comments don't sit well with Berga survivors."He was terrible, absolutely terrible. He lied," said Tony
Acevedo, a U.S. medic who catalogued the deaths in a diary at the camp."Everybody hated his guts."
Even the German guards were scared of him.' A.Flip through Acevedo's diary from the slave camp »
Berga survivors say they await any recognition from the Army that may come, especially after all these years.
Morton Brooks, 83, said he constantly thinks about the day he was liberated. He was rail thin and had walked by
political prisoners shot in the head during the forced death march. In the final hours before his rescue, his
attitude was,"Let them kill us," he said.
"I think all the time that I'm a survivor of this and I'm still around," said Brooks."To me, it just amazes me. I don't
know how I got through."
Jim Martin said he's still trying to process his father's role as a forgotten American war hero, armed not with a
gun, but a camera.
'The worst part is I’m just finding it out," he said.
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Find this article at:
http://www.cnn.com/2009/US/04/22/berga.folo/index.html?iref=allsearch
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WWII slave soldiers reunite after 64 years,
prepare for honors
Story Highlights
Samuel Fahrer, Sidney Lipson reunite six decades after surviving Nazi camp
They join with other survivors in Florida to be honored for the first time by the Army
They were held at a camp called Berga an der Elster, part of infamous Buchenwald
Prisoners endured forced labor, beatings and terrible living conditions
By Wayne Drash
CNN com Senior Producer

ORLANDO, Florida (CNN)-- Samuel Fahrer and Sidney Lipson shake hands and smile. It's the first time the
men have seen each other in 64 years. They were U.S. soldiers back on a forced death march in Nazi Germany
in April 1945.
How you doing?" Fahrer says.
It's a subdued moment for the two men. There are no tears, no pats on the back. The men have endured years
of contained emotions from what happened six decades ago when they were prisoners of war and held as slaves
inside Germany.
They have come to a hotel in Orlando to be honored by the Army this weekend for the first time. ""^Watch slave
camp survivors reunite »

Fahrer and Lipson were among 350 soldiers held at the slave labor camp called Berga an der Elster, a largely
forgotten legacy of the war and a subcamp of Buchenwald where soldiers were beaten, starved and forced to
work in tunnels to hide German equipment.
More than 100 soldiers died at the camp and on the death march. Buchenwald was one of the largest and first
concentration camps on German soil. ^ See photos inside Berga »
The Berga soldiers are being honored thanks in part to CNN.com users, who demanded the Army recognize the
men, all in their 80s, after a series of reports late last year. The Army then conducted a months-long review of
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Berga at the urgings of Rep. Joe Baca. D-Califomia, and Rep. Spencer Bachus, R-Alabama.
"These soldiers endured extreme hardships of forced labor, beatings, poor living conditions, and ultimately a
forced march of over 250 kilometers [about 155 miles] prior to liberation by advancing U.S. Armed Forces," Army
Secretary Peter Geren said at the conclusion of the review.
"The survivors of Berga certainly deserve both our thanks and recognition for their sen/ice and sacrifice."
Geren is sending Maj. Gen. Vincent Boles to honor the survivors on Saturday. Six of the 22 Berga survivors will
be at the event; most of those still living could not make it because of declining health.
Those here look forward to what the general has to say. They want desperately to know why the U.S.
government commuted the death sentences of the two Berga commanders, Erwin Metz and his superior,
Hauptmann Ludwig Merz.
Both were tried for war crimes and initially sentenced to die by hanging until their commutations in 1948.
'Tm very happy the Army is sending a general to see us," Fahrer says."But they should've sent the general to
see us a long time ago when some of the fellas were still alive. We're only 20 fellas left."
Fahrer was one of the primary survivors after the war who fought to get the government to carry out the death
sentences for Metz and Merz.
In a letter to survivors in January 1949, he wrote,"Things are beginning to break our way. A little enthusiasm, a
little more cooperation, a little more action, will accomplish a great, great deal now." Now,60 years later, he may
finally get some answers.
"Let's see what the general has to say when he gets here," Fahrer says.
His comrade, Morton Brooks, says, "I never wanted revenge, but I did think retribution would be proper. And I
think they should've suffered a little bit longer for what they did.... They wouldn't kick a dog, but they did that to
US. " Watch Morton Brooks describe the Germans'"work to death" program »

The two men finally hugged. "I'm glad to see you," Fahrer says.
Some of the Berga soldiers were killed in cold blood, such as Morton Goldstein, shot through the head and then
machine-gunned. His bullet-riddled body was placed in front of the barracks for all to see.
Bernard Vogel and Izzy Cohen were forced to stand without food and water for days, pushed to their deaths.
Cohen was a 32-year-old father of two young children. When he left for war, he kissed his family goodbye at a
train station in California. He looked at his wife, Florence, and said,"Whatever happens happens." It was the last
words he ever spoke to her.
Vogel's last words at Berga were: "I want to die! I want to die!"

ear Martin Vogel finally learn about his brother’s final

minutes »

"They killed us slowly," Fahrer says."They didn't feed us, they didn't give us anything, they didn't do anything.'
The memories are so terrible, so horrific that Sid Lipson doesn't remember much of anything about his captivity.
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I don’t remember a damn thing from the march," he says.
Brooks says, "I think it's best." Brooks weighed 75 pounds when he was finally freed; Fahrer weighed 90.
"The United States government did not acknowledge the fact that we were put in this slave labor camp," Fahrer
says, shaking his head."We went through all these things and nobody wants to give us any help. And finally,
now..."
Brooks went on to become a psychologist. He says his time in captivity was a "$1 million experience that I
wouldn’t want to repeat for $2 million."
His message to the world about the whole ordeal:
'We have to learn to talk to one another and live together. It's not necessary to go kill people for no reason."
One of the survivors who won’t be at this weekend’s ceremony is Tony Acevedo, the U.S. medic who kept a diary
inside Berga cataloguing the deaths and atrocities. It was Acevedo who CNN profiled in November, prompting a
series of events culminating with the Pentagon deciding to honor the soldiers, dl’see Acevedo's diary»
Acevedo's wife, Loline, is too ill. He doesn't want to leave her side."The love of my life," he says.
All AboutUnited States Holocaust Memorial Museum »The Holocaust ® Nazi Party

Find this article at:
http://www.cnn.com/2009/US/06/03/berga.reunion/index.html?iref=allsearch
© 2008 Cable News Network
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Slave soldiers honored,called 'national
treasures'
story Highlights
For first time in history, Army recognizes soldiers held as slaves in Nazi Germany
Maj. Gen. Vincent Boles presented six Berga survivors with flags flown over Pentagon
350 soldiers held at Berg an der Elsten "It was a slave labor camp," general says
"These men were abused and put under some of the most horrific conditions"

By Wayne Diash
CNN

ORLANDO, Florida (CNN)-- Hobbled with age, weathered with time, the World War II veterans stood at
attention. One by one, a two-star general delivered flags flown over the Pentagon in their honor. He looked them
in their eyes and snapped his right hand in salute.
"National treasures," Maj. Gen. Vincent Boles said Saturday evening.
It marked the first time in history the U.S. Army recognized 350 soldiers held as slaves inside Nazi Germany. The
men were beaten, starved and forced to work in tunnels at Berga an der Elster where the Nazi government had a
hidden V-2 rocket factory. Berga was a subcamp of the notorious concentration camp Buchenwald.
"These men were abused and put under some of the most horrific conditions," the general told a private
gathering of Berga survivors. "It wasn’t a prison camp. It was a slave labor camp."
No ranking Army official had ever uttered the words "slave labor camp" in reference to the men's captivity at
Berga. Boles knew the gravity of his statement - that he was setting the historical record straight after 64 years.
” Watch general set record straight after six decades »

'That's why I'm here. That's why the Army sent me here: To look them in the eye and tell them that.'
It’s a rare moment to witness history, even more rare when it pertains to America’s greatest generation six
decades later. But that’s what happened at the Rosen Centre Hotel in Orlando, first in a private meeting and then
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in the larger ceremony to honor them. "It’s humbling." Boles said.
It was a bittersweet moment. More than 100 of the Berga soldiers died at the slave camp or on a forced death
march of more than 200 miles in April 1945. About 80 of the 350 soldiers had been singled out for being Jewish
by the Nazis.
Dozens more survived captivity but died as the years passed. There are 22 known Berga survivors still alive, but
only a handful made the trip here."He used that term slave labor camp. That was never used by anyone before,"
said survivor Samuel Fahrer. "It was a long time coming." ® See photos inside the camp »
The six Berga survivors present -- Fahrer, 86; Morton Brooks, 83; Sidney Lipson, 85; Peter losso, 83; Wallace
Carden, 84; and Edward Slotkin, 84 - looked on stoically as Boles spoke privately with them.
The men’s faces hid decades of pain from what they endured in the waning months of World War II in 1945.
They'd given up decades ago that the Army would recognize them.
"It means a great deal - that it's being recognized and understood," Brooks told the general. ^-See excerpts from
diary inside Berga »

Boles recited a soldier’s war ethos: I will always place the mission first; I will never quit; I will never accept defeat
and I will never leave a fallen comrade.
He looked at each of the weathered war heroes and said,"Just as they never left their fallen comrades, we will
never leave them."
'You were good soldiers and you were there for your nation.'
Boles added,"They’re looking around and they're thanking me for coming. And I'm the one thanking them
because I get to bask in the character of these great heroes."
If there was a skeptic coming into the evening, it was Fahrer, a U.S. medic held at Berga. He had dedicated
much of his life in the years after the war seeking recognition for the men. He had been outraged that the
government in 1948 commuted the death sentences of two Berga commanders, Erwin Metz and his superior,
Hauptmann Ludwig Merz. Fahrer sought for their death sentences to be reinstated, yisee document from War
Department letting commanders off»

A native of Long Island, New York, the typically talkative Fahrer was rendered nearly speechless as the general
spoke. "After 60 years, I gave up hope a long time ago, and I'm glad you're here with us tonight," Fahrer told
Boles.
Boles said he couldn't speak to why the Berga commanders got off so easy, but he said he knew "it caused a
great deal of pain for these men." In modern times, he said, if U.S. soldiers were held at a slave camp in Iraq or
Afghanistan, he'd expect justice for those responsible.
I think full justice is the right word.'
The general even addressed documents that many of the Berga survivors signed before they were sent back
home to the States. "The interests of American prisoners in the event of future wars, moreover, demand that the
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secrets of this war be vigorously safeguarded," it says.
The survivors believed the document meant they were never to speak about their Berga experience. That was
not our intent at all, but we screwed that up," Boles said."What the intent of the documents was,for those who
had been POWs, not to talk about escapes, people who had assisted them, people who had helped them. Our
inability to explain that correctly was, therefore, misunderstood by them."
He added,"What they went through didn't need to be kept a secret."
The night would get more special as this evening progressed. The Berga soldiers were honored in front of a
gathering of World War II POWs. About 100 veterans and their families packed a banquet hall. Boles told the
group what he said in private - that the men are "national treasures."
"You may wonder if it mattered, if your service and sacrifice made a difference, if it stood the test of time," he
said. "You may rest easy. I have seen your service live."
The room grew quiet. The general, in dress blues, strode to the six Berga survivors and presented each one with
the flags flown over the Pentagon."Your nation remembers and it salutes each of you," Boles said. Each of the
elders saluted the general back.
The room was then told to stand on orders of the president of the United States. The entire room came to a
hushed silence and rose to its feet.
Fahrer, the medic who had fought so hard for justice for his Berga comrades, was asked to step forward. And
there before the crowd on this historic evening, he was presented with one of the nation's highest honors, the
Bronze Star.
"To all who shall see these presents, greeting: this is to certify that the President of the United States of America
authorized by executive order, 24 August 1962, has awarded the Bronze Star Medal to Private Samuel Fahrer,
Army of the United States, for meritorious achievement while serving with Medical Detachment, 110th Infantry
Regiment in the European Theater of Operations on 19 December 1944, in military operations against an armed
enemy of the United States."
He had earned the medal 65 years ago, but due to clerical errors it had never been given to him. Fahrer beamed
with pride. He had shed few tears since his time at Berga. But on this night, even Fahrer had trouble containing
his emotions."I'm not the crying type, but it got me right here," he said, his hand over his heart as he searched
for words.
At long last, the Berga men finally had some comfort. "It's satisfying that after all this time amends could be
made," Brooks said."When there's talk of the Holocaust, we understand it."
The general commended CNN for its reporting on the issue in recent months, saying those reports helped
change the men's legacy. Boles applauded Reps. Joe Baca, D-California, and Rep. Spencer Bachus, RAlabama, who urged the Army to act to honor the Berga soldiers.
At one point Saturday evening, Berga survivor Sidney Lipson pulled me to the side."Why did you care so much
that we be recognized?"
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Because you deserved it," I replied.
He clutched his encased flag, pulled it to his heart and smiled. Thank you."
Note from CNN's Wayne Drash: For Berga survivors who were not able to attend the Orlando event, the Army is
working to coordinate events in the men's communities. I also want to thank CNN's audience who lobbied
Congress and the Army to give these soldiers recognition.
All AboutUnited States Holocaust Memorial Museum»The Holocaust»Nazi Party

Find this article at:
http://www.cnn.com/2009/US/06/08/berga.recognition/index.html?iref=allsearch
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The day I held a sobbing WWII medic in
my arms
Story Highlights
Two-star general credits CNN's online reporting in preserving WWII legacy
CNN’s Wayne Crash filed series of reports in recent months on slave camp soldiers
350 U.S. soldiers were held at a Nazi slave labor camp in 1945
The Army had never recognized the men until last weekend
By Wayne Drash
CNN

Editor's note: In our Behind the Scenes series, CNN correspondents and producers share their experiences in
covering news and analyze the stories behind the events.
ATLANTA, Georgia (CNN)-- I'll never forget holding World War II medic Tony Acevedo in my arms. He wept
and convulsed for more than 10 minutes, his body constricting and tightening in a way I'd never seen before. Tm
sorry," he said, repeating, "I’m sorry. I want to say more, but I can't."
I held his hand and hugged him until he calmed. I had asked what I thought was a simple question."When I say
the name Erwin Metz, what comes to your mind?"
That's when the demons of 1945 took over.
Metz was one of the Nazi commanders who headed a slave labor camp known as Berga an der Elster, where
350 U.S. soldiers - 80 of whom had been targeted for being Jewish - were beaten, stan/ed and forced to work
in tunnels at a secret V-2 rocket factory. They worked 10 to 12 hour days with only 400 calories offood, mostly
bread made from sawdust. More than 100 soldiers died at the camp or on a forced death march of more than
200 miles.
Other Berga survivors had described Metz:"A real bastard." "Butcher of the Earth." They said he talked with a
high-pitched lisp. Behind his back, the soldiers called him Donald Duck.
But he wreaked hell on the men. He shot one soldier, Morton Goldstein, through the head, execution-style.
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according to the survivors. Acevedo described seeing Metz dump ice water on one emaciated soldier. The
soldier died of shock moments later.
Acevedo catalogued the atrocities in a diary he kept hidden in his pants, using a Sheaffer fountain pen to record
what he saw all around. When the soldiers were on their forced death march, Acevedo asked to use his pen for a
tracheotomy to save a soldier named George Buddeski. Metz refused. A Rip through the pages of Acevedo's diary»
"You’re going to kill him then." Acevedo responded. Metz grabbed a rifle from a guard and cracked the young
medic across his face. Acevedo suffered permanent nerve damage from the blow.
Buddeski died April 13, 1945, on the death march on what the soldiers call Hell's Highway. The soldiers learned
of another death that day: President Franklin Delano Roosevelt."Your Jew president has died," the Nazis said
mockingly.
There, in the middle of Germany, the American soldiers bowed their heads."We held a prayer service for the
repose of his soul," Acevedo's diary says. Amid the chaos and death all around them, these men -these
soldiers who suffered so much - took the time to stop and pray for their president.
When CNN first reported Acevedo’s story in November, I had no idea it would lead to what I witnessed this
weekend: The U.S. Army reversing course on six decades of silence and recognizing the Berga soldiers for what
they went through.
It's always been a touchy subject for the Army. The U.S. government in 1948 commuted the death sentences of
Metz and his superior, Hauptmann Ludwig Merz. The men walked free in the 1950s, one of dozens of convicted
war criminals whose sentences were commuted as part of an effort to bolster Germany, which was facing the
threat of Soviet expansion.
In explaining its decision on the Berga commanders, the War Department said,"Metz, though guilty of a
generally cruel course of conduct toward prisoners, was not directly responsible for the death of any prisoners
except one who was killed during the course of an attempt to escape." JlRead the War Department's explanation for
commuting their sentences »

That prisoner was Goldstein, the one shot through the head.
When you read that document, it doesn't sit too easy. The government excuses the killing of one soldier. Berga
soldiers will tell you they were never called to testify against Metz or Merz. They say they could've told of many
other atrocities.
When Metz and Merz were freed, the survivors felt the Army betrayed the war ethos of "leave no soldier behind."
They eventually got on with their lives. Many went on to the top of their professions. They're all the most patriotic
Americans you'll ever meet.
As the survivors reached their 70s and 80s, many began wondering why the government still refused to
recognize them. It nagged them. It angered some of them.
No ranking Pentagon official had described Berga as a "slave labor camp.'
Heading into last weekend, the six Berga survivors present knew a two-star general was being sent to meet with
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them. Many were skeptical: What can a general do at this point to make us feel better? Surely, a two-star won't
call it a "slave labor camp' after all this time. Nah, he'll toe the company line.
These were men who'd been disappointed before. They didn't want to set expectations too high this time.
But there at the Rosen Centre Hotel in Orlando, Florida, something magical transpired, ^'^ee photos of the Berga
men being honored >>
U.S. Army Maj. Gen. Vincent Boles did a sit-down interview with me, while six Berga survivors-Samuel Fahrer,
86; Morton Brooks, 83; Sidney Lipson, 85; Peter losso, 83; Wallace Carden, 84; and Edward Slotkin, 84watched.
"It wasn't a prison camp. It was a slave labor camp," Boles said,
decades »

Watch the general set the record straight after six

I was stunned in that moment. I'll even admit 1 got choked up. I knew history had just been made,the legacy of
the Berga soldiers preserved for all time. The men looked on stoically and I knew what they were thinking:
"Crash, pull yourself together! We got a two-star in our presence!"
1 was thinking about all that transpired in the last eight months.
I thought about Bernard "Jack" Vogel and Izzy Cohen, who were forced to stand without food and water for days,
pushed to their deaths. Cohen was a 32-year-old father of two young children. I had met with his 90-year-old
wife, Florence, and their daughter, Nomi, months before.
Florence is a diminutive woman, the epitome of class and grace. She told me a story I'll never forget. When Izzy
left for war, he kissed his family goodbye at a train station in California. He looked at her and said,"Whatever
happens happens." Those were the last words he ever spoke to her.
When she was notified Izzy was a prisoner of war on March 16,1945, one relative shouted. That’s just like Izzy
to take the easy way out of war." Izzy Cohen died three weeks later, a victim of the Holocaust. Tears filled
Florence’s eyes as she spoke. She changed the family name,so her son would never be targeted as a Jew.
I thought about Martin Vogel, the brother of the man who died with Izzy. Martin called one day in November,
crying his eyes out."Are you the one who did the story on the medic, Tony Acevedo?" he said, struggling for
words."My brother is the one who died in his arms."
Martin Vogel adored his older brother. They were best friends. He entered the Army so he could be just like his
brother. They were 19 and 17. He had searched for decades for answers to Bernard's death."A month doesn't
go by that it doesn’t come up in the course of my own thoughts," he said. "But to me, it's always there."
At the time his brother died such a horrific death, Martin Vogel was just a few hundred miles away. He was
guarding a POW camp inside Germany where U.S. troops treated their Nazi captives under the Geneva
Conventions. To this day, Martin, now 82, can't speak about his brother without crying.
More than a dozen other families of Berga victims have reached out. I've listened to each one and put them in
touch with Acevedo for answers about their loved ones.
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I’m not the first to report on Berga. Authors Mitchell Geoffrey Bard, Flint Whitlock and Roger Cohen have written
books on it. The late Charles Guggenheim made a documentary about Berga.
But \A/hat happened in recent months. I can only attribute to the power of online media and the ease of access to
communicate. You can scroll through Acevedo's diary and read the War Department document explaining why
Metz and Merz were set free. Millions of you read the pieces, e-mailed them around and rallied around these
weathered war heroes. It took on a life of its own.
Hundreds of you lobbied Rep. Joe Baca, D-Califomia, and Rep. Spencer Bachus, R-Alabama. The two
congressmen then pressed Army Secretary Pete Geren to recognize the soldiers.
It was humbling when Boles, the two-star general, told me that my reporting and my colleagues on CNN
television preserved the men's legacy, culminating with the Army recognizing them. That feels mighty good.
It was even more humbling talking with the fellas. They all survived the Battle of the Bulge, when a million young
men went head-to-head on the battlefield. It was an honor to see the six survivors present in Orlando receive
flags flown over the Pentagon in their honor; Samuel Fahrer was awarded the Bronze Star, one of the nation's
highest medals.
"Just as they never left their fallen comrades, we will never leave them," Boles said."You were good soldiers and
you were there for your nation."
I wished the other Berga survivors were there, especially Acevedo.
But Acevedo didn't make the trip. His wife is ill. If he was going to leave her side, he felt the right thing would be
to get honored in Washington. A soldier with pride. A medic to the end.
My final message is to my generation and the next. Don't be so quick to shove grandpa and grandma into a
nursing home. Sit down with them. Listen to them. Hear their stories. The greatest generation. They’re cut from a
different cloth and we're losing them too fast.
All AboutUnited States Holocaust Memorial Museum ● The Holocaust»Nazi Party

Find this article at:
http://www.cnn.com/2009/US/06/09/berga.recognition.btsc/index.html?lref=allsearch
© 2008 Cable News Network
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Some activities of American nriaoners of war vathin
German prison camps must remain secret not only for the duration
of the v/ar against the present enemies of the United States but
in peace-tiro as v;oll» ine intGreats of Amoricen prisoners of
war in Janancso cr-.'.mns r€.‘quire maintenance of the strictest se
curity on uhu activities of American prisoners of war in C-eimian
camps o
The interests of Auierican prisoners in the event of
future v^ars, moreover, demand that the secrets of this war be
rigorously safoguardou.

2. I thoroforo understand that under Army Regulations and
the laws of the United States, during my military service and
later, as a civilian, 1 may not reveal, discuss, publish or
otherv;iso discloao to unauthorized persons information on oscapo
from enemy prison c:mps or evasion in enemy occupied territory,
clandostine crgAnizationa anong prisoners of war, any means of
outwitting captors or of promoting intelligence activities with
in prison camps.
3. Tne authorship of articles or stories on these subjects
is specifically forbidden and military personnel are warned that
they will bo hold strictly accountable for the communication of
such information to other persona who may subsequently publish
or disclose such material.
4. I understand that any information suggested by the
above mentioned categories is SECRET and must not be communi
cated to anyone other than the agency' designated by AG of S,
G-2, V/ar Dopartineut, or the corresponding organization in
overseas theaters of operations.
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appendix D: VIDEO TRANSCRIPT
SCRIPT

VIDEO

u

Meet Anthony Acevedo. The 85 year

Anthony Acevedo talking with other
veterans, fades into wartime portrait of

old is a California resident and a World

Acevedo

War II Army veteran. And until recently,
he held a 60-year-old secret.’

Acevedo sound bite:

We weren’t suppose to speak of what we
99

knew

‘Acevedo was one of350 American

Wartime pictures, video of Army

soldiers captured and sent to the German
slave labor camp Berga where they were
forced to dig tunnels and hide German
99

weapons. Only 160 soldiers survived.

Video of Acevedo’s diary. Army

‘But you won’t find Berga in the history

documents

books. Government documents swore the
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survivors to secrecy. But one news article
changed all that.'

Pictures of the article, close up of the

‘Acevedo’s family approached CNN

article text

reporter Wayne Drash afer reading his
online tribute to a World War II veteran.
Acevedo agreed to meet with Drash and
for the first time, Acevedo shared his
experiences and the secret diary he kept
while at Berga.'

We lost two more tonight, that makes

Acevedo sound bite, reading from his

three.'

diary:

After CNN dot com published the article

Pictures of the article, close up of the text

on Acevedo, more Berga survivors came
forward and more stores were published.

Close up of comment texts, video of

“Readers pushed for the surviving POWs

congressman

to be recognized. Soon two congressmen
got involved and petitioned the army to
open an internal investigation.“
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‘We didn’t explain it properly and it was

Maj. Gen. Vincent Boles sound bite:

construed as a secrecy document which
they could never talk about. And that was
not our intent at all. And we screwed that

up.

Video of the ceremony

‘After a three month investigation, the
government formally recognized the Berga
survivors in June, nearly a year after the
original article.

Boles over video of survivors:

“The conditions you read about that they
were under, it wasn’t a prison camp. It
was a slave labor camp as you
characterized it.

“One government document silenced

Vowell stand-up at the WWII monument

Acevedo and the Berga survivors. But one

in Washington D.C.:

news article gave Acevedo and the other
survivors the same recognition as those
honored here at the WWII monument.
Additional ceremonies are in the works for
those who could not attend in June. From
Washington D.C., Elizabeth Vowell.
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